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Young Wild West Holding the Hill
Or, THE FIGHT FOR THE CAVE OF GOLD
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER T.-Tracking a Bear, and the Result.
"\Vell, Charlie, you 've been talking aoout bear
steaks for the past three or four days; now I
think you are going to have a chance to get some.
1f I am not mistaken, there are the tracks of a
bear."
The speaker was Young Wild West, and his
remarks were addressed to Cheyenne Charlie,
the famou s scout. It was near sunset on a b1·ight
day in spring, a few year:. ago, when our story
opens. Our dashing young hero and the scout
were riding along a mountain trail in one of the
·wildest parts of Northeastern New Mexico, in
search of a suitable spot to camp for the night.
The rest of the party were something like a hundred yards in the rear of them, taking it along
easy, for the hor~es were pretty well tired from
the rough and rocky trail they had been following all day long.
Young Wild West, attired in hi s fancy hui:iting suit of bu~kski~, trimme? with scarlet s1l_k
f1inge, and with his l~ng hght chestnut hair
hanging down below his shoulders, made the
true picture of a young westerne1·, as h~ sat upon
the suoerb sorrel stallion he called Spitfire, and
as he ·brought the steed to a halt and pointed
out the bear tracks his sharp eyes had discerned
he did it with an ease and grace that told them
plainly how much at home he was in the saddle.
The scout was a man something like ten years
older than the bo,- at his side, and with his long
black hair and mu $tache and bronzed face he
plainly stood out as one who had pu t in years on
the mountains and plains. Attired in similar
stvle to our hero, he made a striking pict ure, too,
and as he halted his horse and leaned over to
:ake a look at the t racks that showed in the soft
ground, he gave a nod of satisfacti on and said :
"I reckon you're right, Wild. Them tracks was
sartinly made by a bear, an' it wasn't very long
ago, either. We're goin' ter ha~e bear steaks
fur breakfast jest as sure as you re born."
While thev were talking the rest of the- party
came up. The friends, who traveled about ~he
wildest parts of the West in search of excitement and adventure, were, besides Cheyenne
Charlie, the scout; Jim Dart, a boy chum about
his own age· Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of
Dart; Anna,' the wife of the ~cout, a:r:id last but
not least, charming, gold-haired Anetta Murdock the sweetheart of our hero.
With them were the two Chinese seTVants, who

always accompanied them on their trips, one as
a cook and the other as the "handy man" and
entertainer, as they sometimes called him. They
showed up at the tail end of the little procession, each leading a loaded pack horse.
It happened that they were brothers, and they
looked t o be as in nocent as any of their race
who had ever taken the long sea voyage from
the Flowery Kingdom to the New World. Wing
Wah and Hop Wah wer e their names. But if
they looked to be very innocent, that was as far
as it went, as far as the one called Hop was concorned. He was one of the m ost clever sleightof-hand performers of any race, let alone t he
Chinese, and since he had been in the United
States he had acquired the art of gambling-if
it can be called an art-until he had become an
expert card sharp, who was able to fool the best
of them.
But Hop was something else, too. He liked
practical joking, when the joke was not on him,
and he also was very fond of whisky, which he
had learned to call "tanglefoot." But notwithstanding his bad qualities, Young Wild West had
often declared that Hop was worth his weight
in gold, for he had been the direct means of
saving the lives of different members of the party
at various times, and all through his cleverness.
As the two Chinamen rode up, our hero and the
scout were just dismounting to go on the trail
of the bear on foot.
"nle likee go, too, Misler Wild," spoke up Hop,
who was always looking for a chance to do something that would please his employers. "Me cally
in um skin, so be. Misler Charlie allee samee
shootee um bear, and len me allee samee helpee
with um lest, so be."
"All right, Hop," ,;as the reply. "Come on,
then. The rest will wait here. We won't have
to go very fa1·, I reckon, for the tracks are so
fresh that the bear can't be very far away. I
have an idea that he was here a few minutes before we came along."
Hop dismounted with alacrity.
.
.
"My blother no wantee go," he said, 16okmg
at the cook scornfully. "He allee samee 'flaid
of um bear, so be."
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie pushed through the thicket, following t he fres h tracki
of the bear, the clever Chinaman k eepin~ clos1
at their heels. The three pushed their way
through the thicket without making as much
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noise as one might think they would, since they not long to wait, for the fuse was not a very
were used to that sort of thing, even to the long one. Bang! The cracker exploded with the
Chinaman. The tracks of the bear turned this report of a small cannon. At the same time
wa" and that, showing that the animal had been there was a crashing in the bushes along the
unaecided as to which way to go when he ,was edge of the gully almost above him, and, looking
prowling around the vicinity.
there, Cheyenne Charlie saw a bear. It was
The thicket extended for a good hundred yards, the one thev had been tracking, no doubt, and
and then they came to a natural clearing on the without any· hesitation, the scout threw his rifle
slanting mountainside. Ready to shoot, Cheyenne to his shoulrler and :fired.
Charlie shot a glance around. _:But there was no
As the teport sounded close after the terrific
bear to be seen. Young Wild West came to the noise made by the exploding cracker, the frightconclusion that there was nothin¥" so sure about ened clarky let out another yell. Then down
them having bear meat for breaKfast, after all. came the bear, landing within a few feet of him,
But he was willing to go a little farther before kicking and twisting in the throes of death.
giving it up. Down into th_e gully they went,
"Help me! Help!" cried the darky, and then
and then the hard, pebbly soil at the bottom he started to run from the spot.
caused the tracks to be lost.
"Hold on, there, Charcoal!" yelled out Young
But they quickly saw that the bear must have Wild West. "You're all right. You haven't been
gone one way or the other, for there were no hurt a bit. Take it easy."
As the words fell upon his ears, the frightevidences that it had clambered up the side, as
far as they could see. They decided to go to the ened darky stopped.
"Wha' de matter, aT]_yhow ?" he gasped, as he
right and try to pick up the tracks where the
ground was softer. They stepped forward, now rubbed his eyes and looked at our three friends,
walking noiselessly, and as they rounded a bend who were now walking to the spot where the
in the gully they came in sight of something that bear had fallen.
caused them to stop still in their tracks. It was
It was just then that hurried footsteps soundnot the bear they saw, but a .very black negro, ed, and then a man carrying a shotgun appeared
lying on the ground, his head on a saddle and from the bushes at tfie other side of the gully.
sound asleep. Near him were two horses, hob- He stopped and looked at the trio in ama-iement.
bled, so they could not stray, and a buckboard
"Come on down," said Wild. "We are frienrls."
wagon such as are used by ranchmen.
"Well, I'll take yer word fur that," was the
A good look at the scene and our friends un- reply. "I can't do anything different jest now."
derstood right away that it was a c:i.rnp they
had struck. Charlie opened his mouth to call
out to the sleeping darky, but Hop raised his
hand for silence, and the words did not come. CHAPTER II.-Joseph Hooper, Would-Be Storekeeper.
Instead, a grin overspread the face of the scout,
for he could tell by the look in the Chinaman's
The J.)1an at the top of the bank came down,
eye that he wanted to perpetrate a joke. Wild picking
his "ay carefully to keep from falling.
understood, too, and as the sleeping colored man Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charl'e knew
made a very good subject for a joke just then, he the moment tl·<'r got a good look at him that he
was quite willing that the Chinaman should pro- was not a ranchman. There was something
ceed.
about him that indicated a certain degree of in"Me allee samee wakee uppee," said Hop, nocence; yet the twinkle in his eye denoted
pulling an object from his pocket, which our hero shrewdness. Anyhow, they were quite sure that
and the scout knew to be a home-made cracker he was not a Westerner. The darky hat! calmed
of the sort that are u sed to celebrate the Fourth down w 011 derfully at the sight of the man, who
was no doubt his boss, and he now stood looking
.
of July with.
Hop was a sort of gem~s, and he knew h~w ~o fin,t at the bear, then at our friends, and then
ma)re :fireworks,_ he havmg bee:1 taught it 111 • at the man. Not until he was down in the gully
Chma, so he. said. He _took pams to purch3:se did our hero sav anything further. Then he
out his hand
powder and the other thmgs heeded to help him walked to meet him and puttino0
'
'
with his tricks and magic every ~ime they came exclaimed:
"How are you, stranger?"
to a city or town where such thmgs were s?ld,
"Putty well thank ver" was the reply· and
so he ah•,ays had a supply ,,pn hand. To be with'
out a big firecracker or two would h_ave made then the two 'shook hand~.
That the stranger was not a crook Wild was
Hop feel that he was not properly equipped.
"Misler Wild, you and Misler Charlie allee certpin. He put him clown on the list of the
samee keepee still," he said in a whisper. "Me eccentric individuals he occasionally came across,
wakee uppee um niggee man. Len you talkee and they wailed to learn something about him.
"Boy, I don ·t know yer, 'cause I never seen yer
to him, so be."
"All right," was the reply. "But hm:ry up. afore. But I'm a putty good jedge of faces, an'
Charlie wants to get the bear before rt gets l'U say that I think ycr spoke ther truth when
yer said yer was friends. Ther man looks that
.
dark."
Hop lost no time. He stepped up ca~tiously way, !oo; but ther heathen Chinee ~ don_'t know
to the side of the sleeping darky, and laymg t.he anythmg about. Howsumever, hes with you
cracker near his feet struck a match and light- two, an' that bein' ther case, he must be all
ed the fuse. 'l'hen h~ darted from the spot and rfght. Now. afore yer go any further I want
joined our hero and the scout, who stepped be- ~er ax a question. What ,;vas that awful noise
hind a rock to watch developments. They had Jest afore a gun went off 7
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. "That was a big firec1·acker that the Chinaman
used to arouse your <larky, stranger," our hero
replied. "The darky was sound asleep, and our
Chinaman being one of the fun-loving sort, wanted to wake him up suddenly, so we let him go
ahead. This explains that part of it, I reckon.
Who are you, and what are you doing in the
gully here, with a team · of horses and a general
store?"
."Obi" and the man appeared to be greatly, relieved. ''Well, my name are Joseph Hooper, an'
I'm travelin' around here looking for a good
r,lace ter start a general store. I've been lost
fur three whole days no,v, an' the sight of you
folks is good fur sore eyes."
"Well, I'm glad we happened to run across you,
if that is the case. lVIy name is Young Wild
West, and this is one of my partners, Cheyenne
Charlie. Our Chinaman is called Hop Wah. You
may as well g et acquainted ,vlth him, too, for he
is no oxainary Chinee, I can tell you."
"I should reckon he wasn't, not if he was cute
enough ter wake lVIose up shoot.in' off a firecracker. Ha, ha, ha! Did it scare yer, lVIose 1"
"It sartinly did wake me up mighty suddenlike, boss," was the darky's reply, while the vestige of a grin appeared on his ebony countenance. "De Chinee must be a funny feller.
Is'll have te-i· git more 'quainted with him, boss."
"Di<l you shoot that bear?" Hooper asked,
looking at Wild.
"No. Charlie shot him," was the reply. "We
followed the tracks from the trail over that
way, and befo1·e we found the bear we came upon
your colored man. When the cracker exploded
the bear prnst have run in sight to find out what
was the matteT. Then Charlie let him have it
and down he came."
"I see. But, say, where are yer goin' ter stop
to-night? Have yer got a carnpin' outfit with
yer?"
"Oh, yes. There i,s another Chinaman with us,
who is in charge of our outfit; and, besi s him,
there are three young ladies and a boy. Oh, we
are well fixed for camping, providing we find a
spot where there is water. That was what we
were looking for when we came upon the bear's
tracks."
"Yer don't say!" and the man, who was searching for some place to start a store, looked more
surprised than ever.
"That's right, pard," spoke up the scout, as he
looked up from his work, for he was now busy
with the carcass of the bear.
"Tf you like, you can join in with us to-night
and stop in the same place," Wild went on, nodding- his head to the man.
"Thank yer. I reckon I'll be only too glad ter.
But do ver think I kin git thxough this gully?
I don't know how I ever got in it. I've been
lookin' fur ther end of it fur about four hours
now. But when ther sun begun ter go down I
thought v,e may as well stop here. I let Mose
do all ther work, while I took my gun ter go
around an' see if I could shoot somethin' tl1at
was good ter eat. I reckon I must have been
gone about half an hour when I heard that big
firecracker of ther Chinaman's go off. I was
comin' back, anyhow, but it made me run like
ther dickens."
The work of skinning the bear and cutting off

s

what meat they wanted was soon completed, and
then our hero turned to the man and said:
"I reckon if you hitch up your team -and ride
on down the gully this way you'll come out pretty
close to the trail. Just make that darky of
yours get a mo,ve on himself. It will be dark in
a few minutes, and then you won't be able to
see where you are going."
"All right, Young Wild West. You kin bet I'll
do just as you say. lVIose, git a hustle on yer.
Limber up yer black ca1·cass. Hurry up!"
Mose certainly showed that he could move
lively if he tried, and the horses were soon hitched to the wagon, and the belongings put in at
the back and tied securely. Then our hero started off, knovving pretty well that the gully would '
fetch them out somewhere near the trail they
h&d left their companions waiting upon.
In about ten minutes they came to the end of .
the gully. The ground became almost level, and
it happened that there was little in the way of
bushes and undergrowth to stop the progress of
the team and buckboard. Two minutes later they
reached the trail, and then it was that Wild gave
a loud whistle. The signal was answered immediately by Jim Dart, wbo was not more than a
couple of hundred yards up the trail.
"Hern we are, Jim," Wild called out.
"All right," came the reply, and then the clatter of hoofs told that they were coming. ·
When Joseph Hoope1· saw the girls he was
surprised to find that tw~ of them were so
young as to be what he would have termed children. Jim and the girls were astonished to see
the man and his darky, but they now: understood
why Wild and Charlie had been so long getting
back after the shooting took place. It had been
easy for them to guess that Hop had discharged
a cracker, but they had thought at the time that
he had done it to worry the bear. Wild quickly
introduced Hooper to them, and then he looked
ahead and said:
"We'll go a little farther. We have still got
ten minutes before it gets dark. Let us hope
that we'll find water before that time."
They pushed on, and in less than five minutes
they got a full view of the cliff the boy spoke
of. Then our hero and the scout saw that Jim
was right. There was a tiny stream of water
trickling down from a rift in the face of the
cliff, near the top, which must have been nearly
a hundred feet high.
"Here we are!" exclaimed the dashing young
Prince of the Saddle, as he rode up and dismounted at the foot of the cliff. "This is just the place
we want. Everybody get busy now, and we'll
soon have supper."
"Well, if I ain't awful glad I met you 'folks
I'll never say a word ag'in as long as I live!"
exclaimed Joseph Hooper.
"That's all right, boss," Wild retorted. "If you
got lost, it was lucky for you to have somebody
to find you; but it isn't necessary to thank us for
it. It was all on account of bear tracks, you
·
know."
"Well, I'm glad I didn't run across ther bear
afore Cheyenne Charlie shot him, anyhow!" lleclared the man.
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<;HAPTER III.-In Camp for the Night.
The spot where they intended to camp for the
night having been selected, Young Wild West
and his friends worked rapidly to get things in
shape. Joseph Hooper and his hired colored man
attended to the team and waited to see what
Young Wild West proposed to do next.
"Let your darky gather some wood for a fire,
Mr. Hooper," our hero called out to him, when
he saw that he was standing doing nothing while
Mose was watching him do it.
"All right," was the reply. "Git ter work,
you lazy nigger! What in thunder are yer standin' around like this fur? Don 't ver know we've
got ter have somethin' ter eat putty soon? Maybe you'll git a chance ter put yer teeth in some
of ther meat of that bear puttr soon."
"No, he won't," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie,
"I reckon we ain't goin' ter sample any of that
to-night. Don't yer know that meat ain't healthy
when ther animal heat's in it? We'll let them
llams hang till to-morrer mornin', an' then we'll
sample 'em. We've got other grub, all right.
What's ther matter with ther broiled hindquarters of a jack rabbit, or some bacon an' eggs, or
some nice juicy venison cooked over ther coals?"
"My!" exclaimed Hoope1·, his mouth watering.
"Yer don't mean ter say that you've got all them
things, do ye1·?"
"Sartin we have. What do you s'pose we make
a business of travelin' around ther country fur?
Why wouldn't we see ter it that we have good
grub on hand all ther time? What do yer s'pose
we're livin' fur, an)'how?"
"I've got nigh on ter a dozen cans of tomatoes, an' if yer want some yer kin have 'em."
. "We don't want no to-matoes jest now, I reckon. We always keep them ter have on hand when
we can't find water. Then they come in mighty
handy."
"You needn't bother about letting your man
cook anything, Mr. Hooper," said Wild, who had
been listening to the conversation with no little
interest. "I reckon our cook will fix up enough
for two more, and it won't be missed from the
supplies we have got. Anyhow, we can't be so
_far away from a mining camp, so we'll soon be
able to stock up again."
"Yes, but it takes money ter stock up with
grub, especially in minin' camps. I don't want
ter impose on yer g-ood nature, Young Wild West.
Don't think I'm that so1-t of a man. I'll pay
yer fur anything yer do fur me an' my nigger."
"You do not need to do that, Mr. Hooper. It
happens that we have got plentr of money.
That's wh,- ·we make it a sort of business to go
riding about through the ,\f'ildest pa.ts of the
country, looking up excitement and adventtn'e.
We have all been pretty lucky in striking gold,
even to the girls, and the income we have more
than pays our expenses. Then, every now and
then we strike a rich placer, or some buried
treasure, and that a,,clds to the principal."
"Yer don't mean il! Viel!, I swan! I've prospected a little myself, but I never found enough
gold dust ter pay my expenses. M:I( business is
that of a/storekeeper, an' has been since I was a
very young man, mostly. I sold out a putty
e-ood business over in Santa Fe, jest because I
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got a thousand dollars more than it was worth.
Then I made up my mind ter strike some minin'
town, where there was a chance ter make money
faster. I headed this way an' I'm goin' ter keep
on goin' till I find what i want. I'm ready ter
buy a business, or start a new one, jest as it
happens. I've got money in ther bank at Santa
Fe, an' I've got certified checks, which is jest as
good as ther clean cash."
"That's right. But don't talk too loud about
that. You can't tell who might be listening. Suppose a g·ang- of l'Obbers have been watching us,
and have follo wed us here? Such things often
happen, you know."
"Yes, I know t~ey do. That's why I didn't
bring· more'n a thousand in cash money with me.
But, say! Yer don't think there's any danger of
bein' tackled, do yer ?"
"Well, there is nothing I know of that would
make me feel that way just now. But, as I just
said, you can't tell when such a thing might
,
happen."
"I see you've all got rifles; that makes it look
as though yer could put up a stiff fight, if we
was tackled."
"Ye3; I reckon we can do that, all right. We
are rather used to fighting with outlaws and ba'l
Indians. They generally get more than they
want, too."
Cheyenne Charlie's wife assisted the Chinese
cook, and it was not so very long before supper
Mose, the darky, had collected
·was ready.
enough wood to last them all night, if they chose
to keep a fire, so that part of the work Hop
escaped. Hop was not very fond of work, anyhow, though he alwa, s did his share when it
came time for them to move or when they went
into camp somewhere. The fire was kept burning, and with light from a lantern that was
hung to a projecting piece of rock, they all managed· to see as they ate.
It being rather late for supper, they were all
hungry; but Joseph Hooper !'.eemed 'exceptionally
so. He • te like a half-starved man, and when
he had Jffiished he declared it to be the best meal
he had ever eaten in his life.
"If I happen to meet you folks some time,
when I've got a store goin', you kin bet that
I'll stock you up with ~a few things," he said,
shaking his head. "I consider this a great kindness, an' I ain't ther one as forgits very handy,
either."
"Never mind about that," our hero retorted.
"You are perfectly welcome to what you have
had; if you were not, we wouldn't have offered it
to you."
"I know. But that's all right. I've always
been ca lled a putty white sort of a man, an' I'm
rroin' ter make good some time, see if I don't."
I
"Well. let it go at that for the present.
reckon everything is all right, anyhow. We'll
take it easy to-night, an' we'll strike out the
first thing in the morning. If I am any judge,
we should strike some ldncl of a mining camp
bel*ore another sunset. There' certainly must be
one near by, for it seems to be the sort of country where i:;-old should be found."
"That's nght, Wild," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "I'll bet a plug of tobacker'that we strike
somethin! in ther line of civilization by noon tomorrer."
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"Me likee if we do," remarked Hop Vvah, who,
as was usually the case, was listening to what
was being said. "Me wantee gittee lillee tanglefoot, so be."
"Tanglefoot, eh?" spoke up the would-be storekeeper. "Don't yer ever carry any with ye1·,
.
Hop?"
"Sometimes me havee lillee in um bottle, but
me no keepee, so be."
"Well, yer can't· keep whisky, not if yer drink
it, that's sure. I reckon if yer was in need of
a drink putty bad I might accommodate yer right
now. "
".Me allee samee gottee velly muchee pain, so
be," and the Chinaman made a wry face and bent
·
himself almost double.
"Mose," said Hooper, turning to his darky,
"jest git out one of them bottles, will yer? Maybe some one else would like ter have a little of
that corn whisky we fetched along. It's very
good at times."
The darky was not long in finding the bottle,
and he brought it over and handed it to his boss.
W11ile Hop was groaning, just as though he was
in great distress, Hooper drew the cork. Then
he got a tin cup and poured out a stiff horn.
"Take this, Hop," he said. "I reckon you'll
fee l it clean down to your toes. It's sartinly
great stuff."
· Hop got the drink, and then Wild advised Hooper to put the bottle away and to keep a watch
on it, else it might disappear.

CHAPTER IV.-A Mining Camp ls Sighted.
The night passed without anything happening

to disturb our friends, and when morning dawned

they were soon up and stirring, and breakfast
was soon partaken of. It did not take them Jong
to get ready to stal't, for things were worked on
a system v.ith Young Wild West and his friends.
The buckboa1·d was hitched up, and when Hooper
and his da1·ky had taken their places on the seat
our friends mounted and then off they went,
taking the trail they had been following when
they came upon the bea-r tracks the night before.
But when they had covered a distance of about
five miles and reacl1ed a creek that had to be
forded, they saw on the other side a regular
wagon trail, which showed that it was being used
considerably.
"I reckon that's ther trail that'll take us somewheres," Cheyenne Charlie obesrved, with a shrug
of the shoulders. "It ain't goin' ter be very
long aforP, we git there, either, mark my words
.
on that."
"It'll suit me all right, if we git there soon,"
Hooper answered. "I jest hope there's a chance
ter buy out a store, or start one there.".
While they were talking, Hop moved up to
the side of the buckboard, which was going along
at an easy clip, since they we1·e ascending a hill
just then. He had noticed/just where the darky
had put the whisky the night before, but he had
not seen a chance during the night to get hold
of it. It occurred to him that now might be a
good time to try it. He got right alongside the
wagon, and then leaned over and reached und~r
a roll of blankets that was tied behind the seat.
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There was more than one bottle there, but
Hop was quite satisfied to get hold of one. It
happened t hat all save Wing were. riding in advance of the team, so no one saw what the Chinaman was up to but his brother, who did not
deem it advisahle to say anything. He gi-inned
when he saw the bottle slide under his brother's
coat and disappear. Then Hop let his horse fall
back a little and struck up a convernation with
Wing. Then he watched his chance and took a
good pull at the bottle himself. Having satisfied
his thirst, he passed it over to Wing, who did
not seem to think it was impolite for his brother
to drink first. He took a gwod swig, smacked
his lips and passed it back, with the remark:
"Lat allee me wantee, my blother. Me feelee
allee light now."
"You gottee allee samee plenty, · anyhow, so
be, was the reply.
Then Hop decided to sample the bottle again.
He had just placed it to his lips when Cheyenne
Charlie happened to look that way.
"Hey, the1·e!" he yelled. "What are you doin',
you slant-eyed galoot'/" .
Hop quickly slid the bottle under his coat.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" he called
out innocently.
The scout came riding back in a hurry.
"Whe1·e'd you git that bottle?" he demanded.
"Me havee allee timee, Misler Charlie," was
the reply. "V{hattee matt~e with you, so be?
Me makee lillee dlink of watee when me wantee."
Then he pulled out a bottle which was about
half filled with water and handed it to him.
Charlie removed the cork, smelled the contents
and then placed the bottle to his lips. It was
only a taste he took, but that told him that it
was nothing but water.
"You're sure yer ain't got another one, Hop?"
he queried.
"Yes, me allee samee gottee 'nothee one, Misler Charlie," and the Chinaman produced a full
bottle of water.
After tasting this, the scout was partly convinced that he had lnade a mistake.
"All Tight," he said. "We'll let it go fur now.
We'll find out later on if yer had whisky or not."
The party rode on for about two hours, and
then, as they were riding along a ledge, whexe
it was necessary to proceed in single file, they
suddenly came in sight of a collection of shanties and tents something like five miles distant.
"There you are, Charlie," said Young Wild
West, who happened to be the first to spy the
place. "I reckon there's a mining camp, all right.
You were correct when you said we would strike
one by noon."
"I knowed it!" exclaimed the scout. "I felt it
in my bones, blamed if I didn't!"
· Joseph Hooper was much interested. But when
our hero called his attention to"the fact that there
was not much more than room for him to drive
the team along the ledge, he got clown to busi.
ness.
"Other wagons have gone along here," he said,
"so I guess I kin do it, too."
"That's true enough," Wild answered. "But it
needs a careful driver, just the same. One little
slide toward the edge might mean that the whole
outfit would go over. It might not hurt your
man much, if he hap_pened to strike on his head,
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but I wouldn't give much for what would be left
of you."
"I don't want to fall down dere, boss," declared
the darky, shaking hls head. "It looks to be
'bout a mile. I done break my head suah if I do
fall."
The dangerous spot was soon passed, and then
they came to a winding part of the trail that
gradually would take them to the mining camp,
which was built on a slope, a rather wide, shallow creek flowing down about the center of it.
As near as Wild could judge, there must have
been a population of about fifty there, for the1·e
were only a dozen shanties, and not that many
tents. On the other side of the camp there was
a hill, which stood out alone, rocky and rugged
and almost entirely devoid of trees and shrubbery. . Back of it was a hollow that was butted
by an irregular line of cliffs that reared themselves a hundred feet or more, almost perpendicular.
·
CHAPTER V.-Trouble in the Camp.
At the very timo that Young Wild West and
bis friends were descending the winding trail
tbat led down into the mining camp, and when
they were less than two miles from it, a lively
ti.me was under wa,y. The camp was a co.mparatively new one, since it had only been founded
about two weeks, and on the very night of the
opening of our story, Dan J()(les, the man ":'ho
had built a shanty for the purpose of runnrng
a saloon, had received hls first shipment of whisky, by way of the Overland Express that had
extended its line to the new camp.
It was the first trip of the stagecoach, too, and
as half a dozen gold seekers came along as passengers, and the whisky was put on tap, things
had been quite lively during the night. The miners had been ,vithout liquor for some time, and
they decided to make up for it. They drank
nearly all night, and when daylight came it found
the majority of them sleeping off the effects.
Not until the day was well advanced did they
wake up and start in to revive the spree. No
one went to work-no one thought of doing it,
in fact. The opening of Dan Jones' Joint, as
he had named it, was something that had to be
celebrat-ecl, and the fa:ct that the said Dan Jones
was raking in the shekeJ.s much faster than any
of the miners raked them in from their labors on
their claims did not seem to bother the miners
one bit.
Jones was receiving fifty cents for every glass
of whisky ·he put over the bar, unless it was when
he treated the boys himself,. which was only
about every time he had accumulated the sum of
fifty dollars. There was plenty of gold dust to
be found on the side of the hill, mostly in placers and the miners had been willing to pay high
pri~es for everything-_ they bought. So long as
they could produce the dust and let the sto_rekeeper weigh it out for them, there was nothmg
to compiain about.
Dan Jones was the storekeeper, an-d though he
had been maldng money pretty fast, he knew he
could make more yet if he sold liquor. The men
working the claims would buy whisky, not need-
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ing it, but they would only buy as much from
the store as was necessary. As might be supposed, there was a very rough element there.
There always is at such places. There is always
a leader, too, and Gold Grip-that was the name
the camp had been given-had one in the person
of Doc Haggerty.
.
Haggerty was a bad man, in all wavs. He
looked it, acted it, and was . that way a·t hea1·t.
So when Young Wild West and his friends were
yet two miles from the mining camp Doc Hag-gerty and his crowd were beginning to make
things "hum" in a continuation of the spree that
had started the night before. Among the half
a dozen passengers to come over with the stagecoach were two men who \1·ere plainly not what
might be ca11ed "old-timers." They were "tenderfeet." By this we mean that they were not Westerners, and were entirely new to their surroundings.
They had come from Indiana, fresh from the
farm, and they hoped to make a fortune in the
gold mines. Just why they had come to such a
pla:ce as Gold Grip, they hardly knew themselves.
But they had listened to what they heard about
mining, and when they started from Santa Fe
they accepted the invitation of two men, who
had been through all sorts of adventures connected with mining, to accompany them. Sfoce
the two miners were in anything but independent
circumstances, they were hardly the ones to advise others. If they had known anything about
the business they should have been independent
before this time, for they were· now past the
middle age. The two young men from Indiana
bore the names of Travers and Shotwell, and one
thing about them was that they were terribly in
earnest about making their fortunes.
Though they had obtained a glimpse of rou~h
life here and th~re on their way to the mining
camp, what happened that night surprised them
greatly, for there was such a lack of law and
order about the scene that they realized that
such a thing as murder could be done. and nothing much would be thong-ht of it. There being
no other place to put up at, they had to take
what Dan Jones offered them, which ,vas a double bunk in the little attic over his store. They
were not the only ones who slept there, so there
was nothing very surprising when they founrl
they had been robbed of every dollar they had
on arising- the next morning.
As both were ready to declare that they had
hardly slept a wink all night, it showed that the
thieves must have worked with great cauiion;
otherwise they would have been caught in the
act. But if they had, it might have been all the
worse for the two tenderfeet, since they might
have seen fit to resent that sort of treatment.
Then they would probably have lost their- lives,
and it would have been called self-defense by
their slayers.
Just as the things were going at -f ull split at
the saloon the two young men came along. They
had been out looking for a claim, or to find work
that would give them a start, and as a last resort they were coming back to tell how they had
been robbed, and ask if there was any one there
who felt like giving them a chance to go to
work. As they entered the door of the barroom,
Doc Haggerty, the leader of the camp and all-
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around bad man, had the floor. He had just
pulled a leather wallet from the bosom of his
shirt, presumably to pay for the round he had
just ordered. The moment the eyes of Travers
fell upon the wallet, he recognized it as the one
that had been stolen from him the night before.
"Say!" he called out, running to the villain
quickly. "Where did you get that? That pocketbook is mine!"
"Yours!" echoed the bad man, his shaggy eyebrows raising and a savage gleam coming in his
eyes. "I reckon you've made a mistake, young
man-a bad mistake, I might say. I've had that
there pocketbook fur nigh on ter a year, an' I
kin prove it by any man here. What do yer
mean ter say, you shivering galoot! Do ycr
think I'd take a pock!etbook that didn't belong
ter me?"
Tenderfoot or not, TraveTS was one who was
always i·eady to stand up for his rights, and as
he was certain that the wallet was his, he remained ffrm.
"That is my pocketbook!" he said quietly. "It
was taken from me while I slept last night, and
it had all the money I possessed in it. There is
no mistake about it. I know it too well to make
·
a mistake."
"Do you hear that, boys?" and Doc Haggerty
turned to the crowd in the barroom. "Ther
young galoot might jest as well say I'm a thief."
"I don't say that," was the tenderfoot's reply.
"There may be some mistake about it. You may
believe the pocketbook is yours; but it isn't. It
was stolen from me last night."
"Stolen, he says, boys!" cried the bad man, as
he hitched up his trousers, preparatory to doing
something strenuous. "But wait a minute! Maybe ther other one had his money stole, too. How
about it, young feller? Did you lose this last
night?"
Out came a buckskin bag with a leather dl'aw
stl'ing.
"Vlhy-er-yes, " stammered Shotwell. "That
is mine, sure enough. "I guess you took them
from us while we slept, just for a joke, didn't
you?"
"Well, boys! Did yer hear that?" bawled the
bad man, acting as though he could hardly believe his own senses. "Both of 'em says I robbed
'em! Why, yer all know that I'm as honest as
ther day is long. An' yer all know that I ain't
ther one as will allow any galoot livin' ter even
hint that I'm a thief. But these two tenderfeet
don't seem ter know; they don't know me, I
re~kon. I'm goin' ter make a little allowance fur
'em, boys. I ain't goin' ter shoot 'em dead. I'll
jest cripple 'em up a bit. G:!'t outside there, you
two rapscallioni1 ! I'm goin' ter show yer somethin' that yer never dreamed or.
"Hurry up, now! I don't want tel' puncture
Dan's joint any worse than it is now. Git out
in thel' open air, where there's plain sailin'. .I'm
goin' ter chop off locks of your hair with my
gun! I'm goin' ter put holes thl'ough your ears
so yer kin wear l'ings in 'em! I'll do ther same
thing with your noses. I'll let yer know that
I'm mighty bad man when I git riled, an' I'm
gittin' that way every minute. Wow! Jest git
outside, or I'll begin ter shoot in here, whether
Dan likes it or notl"
The two younp- men hesitated a second or two,
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and then they exchanged glances and hurried
out of the saloon. But each had a revolver.>·
in his hand when they got out. Doc Haggerty,
with a gun in either hand, started out, and then
the crowd followed. Crack! A revolver cracked
and a bullet grazed the villain's cheekbone as he
stepped from the doorway. Travers had fo;ed the
first shot.
Cl'ack ! Haggerty l'ecovered instantly and
fired. The bullet struck Travers on his left arm
above the elbow, and with a sharp cry he fell to
the ground. As clevel' as he was with a gun,
he had missed killing the young man, and by a
big margin, at that. But that was due to the
hmry he was in. However, he thought he had
shot him through the left breast and that it was
all over with him, and before Shotwell could get
a chance he found himself covered by the smoking gun that had dropped his friend.
"Now, then, you young jim-cl'ack!" cried the
bad man savagely, "I want yer ter say yer prayers! I've changed my mind, an' I'm goin' ter
shoot yer dead in yer tracks."
The words had hardly left his lips when the
clatter of hoofs sounded close at hand. All eyes
turned up the single .street of the camp, and
then a dashing boy, mounted on a sorrel horse,
appeared. It was Young Wild West!

CHAPTER Vl.-Doc Haggerty Does a Dance.
WheJI Young Wild West and his friends were
yet a mile from the mining camp they could
hear the sounds of revelry, and they knew that
the miners must be celebrating, or having a spree.
There was one more turn to be made, and th-it
was 1·ight at the edge of the camp, and as they
l'ode on down the slope the sounds became pla:ner. Just as they rode around the turn and
found the heart of the mining camp less than
three hundred yards away, two shots sounded,
one quickly following the othlll',
Young Wild West saw a man drop. That was
quite enough for him. Without a word to his
companions, he put the sorrel stallion at a dead
run and bore down upon the scene. So unexpected was this move from him that the others were
left far in the rear before they realized it. Meanwhile the dashing younp; dea<lshot quickly reached
the spot where the two tenderfeet were being
handled so 1·oughly by the "bad man" of the
camp. Doc Haggerty involunta1·ily lowered his
gun when he saw the boy swooping toward him.
The noi11es made by the miners had drowned
the sounds made by the approaching horses until
they weJ·e right near them, and thus it was that
our hero had time to get there to save the life
of Shotwell. The dashing young deadshot had a
revolver in his left hand when he reined· in the
sorrel within a few feet of the bad man.
"What's the matter here?" he demanded, speaking in his cool and easy way. "If there's going
to be any more shooting, I'd like to take a hand
in it."
Travel's was sitting on the ground, holding fast
to his wounded-' aFm, which hung limp at hir
side, and when he realized that some one had
come to intel'fere in his behalf, he uttered a cry
of joy and quickly got upon his feet.
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"That man 1·obbed us last night, and because
~e told him of it he wants to kill us!" he cried.
"Look out for him, young fellow! He may shoot
you, too!"
"Oh, I reckon he won't shoot anybody, my
friend," "l>as the cool reply. "He looks like a bad
one, but that don't go to say much. l\laybe he
isn't half as ugly as he makes out to be. So he
robbed you fellows, eh?"
"Ye11, that's right. He has our money now,
right in the bag and wallet he took from us
while we slept. We only got here last night. If
we Jiad known it was such a bad place to come
to, we would never have come. Here we are,
with not a dollar to buy grnb with, and me shot
in the arm! I want to get away from Gold Grip
as soon as possible, young fellow."
"Don·t say that," Wild answered.
He had taken in the situation almost at a
glance and it was easy for him to guess what
had h;ppened. Just then Cheyenne Charlie g-alloped up, followed quickly by Arietta. The
crowd, in and out of the saloon, numbered about
thirtv men, and there was hardly one of them
who ·wi,s anything like sober. But they were
all renrnrkably quiet now, for what was taking
place was something new to them.
Doc Haggerty had been ruling things in the
place ever since it had been called a camp, which
was not very long, but long enough to suit some.
Now here was a mere boy facing him with a
cooln09S that was unprecedented, and who seemed
to regard him as a very small particle of humanity, indeed. HaJ!,'gerty was stunned by the
interruption. He still had his gun in his hand,
but it was hanging at his side, the muz.zle pointinir almost at his feet. Wild looked the villain
over twice before he said anythini; more. Then,
fixing his eyes on his face, he said:
"I ne-ver saw any of you before, as I know of.
But T believe what the wounded man just said.
Now, then, I'll give you just two minutes to ~and
over what you stole from them. If you don t do
it in t.hat time you are going to drop dead right
where you stand. Do you hear what I say?"
There was a peculiar ring in the bov's voice,
and Doc Haggerty S('ave a twitch as though he
harl recPived an electric shock. Young Wild West
still had his re-volver in the left hand, and he
was toying with it carelessly, as though he felt
the ,,•ant of something better to do just then.
The rE'st. of the party came up and J-ialted, but no
one !"poke a word. By a great effort the bad
man got himself under control.
"YounJ!,' feller," said he, trying to be cool, "do
yer know who you're talkin' ter?''
"No I don't. But that don't make a bit of
differe~ce. Do as I say, or some one will be
laying )'.OU out for burial in a very fe:,v minutes;"
It was just then that the revolver m the boys
hand suddenly pointed at the villain's breast, and
the arm that held it was as rigid as an iron bar.
Haggerty let his gun drop into the holster;
then his hand went into the bosom of his flannel
shirt and out came the bag and wallet. He tossed
one to Shotwell and the other to Travers.
"There ye are," he said. "It was only a joke
I was havfa' with yer. You'll find every dollar,
jest a8 it was when I took 'em from yer. I was
jest havin' a lit.th'> fun \llith }er. 'cause I knowed
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yer was tenderfeet; but when yer shot at me I
got mad. I couldn't help that. You wouldn't
take it as a joke, as yer should have done. I
don't want any one ter think I'm a thief, 'cause
•
I ain't!"
"You are worse than a thief!" Wild answered
coolly. "You are a sneaking scoundrel. I can
tell by the cut of you! I suppose you ca!! yourself the wo1·st man in the camp? It's generally
•
the way with such fellows as you."
There was a deathly silence as Shotwell counted his money.
"Is it all there, pard ?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, speaking for the first time since his arrival.
"Yes, to a penny," was the reply.
"Good enough! How about yours, pard ? "
The question was addressed to the wounded
man, who was counting his money with one
hand.
"Mine is all here, too," was the reply. "It
might be that the man did it for a joke. But it
is a poor kind of a joke, I think."
"Well, I don't think he did it for a joke,"
spoke up our hero. "I am of the opinion that
the galoot is the boss of the camp, and that the
gang around here fear him so that they won't
i.ay a word against him. But there ought to be
one here, at least, who is not afraid to speak
what he thinks and knows. How about it, boys?"
There was a short silence, and then a man
standing in the doorway of the s.aloon exclaimed:
"Doc Haggerty is a mighty bad man; an', as
you jest said, all of us has been afraid of him
He took ther money from ther tenderfeet, an' he
meant ter keep it an' spend it. I use<! ter be
afraid of him, but since I've seen him wilt down
afore a boy I'm done bein' that way. I sar. fur
one, that Doc Haggerty needs a rope around his
neck!"
Three men in the crowd uttered a faint cheer,
but the rest kept silent. Young Wild West nodded, and then he slid from the ~addle to the
ground.
"I am much obliged to you for speaking- out,
my friend," he said to the man standing in the
doorway. "You may have been a little late in
expressing your opinion, but it's better late than
never. Now, just to show you what I think of
such fellows as this bad man, and .;;o-calle<l bos'!
of the camp, I am going to make him dance for
your amusement. If there are any here who
don't like it, they ran say so whenever they ~et
ready. I reckon there are enough of us here to
take care of all the bad men in the camp. We
have always managod to do it, wherever we have
gone, and I am sure this one-horse mining camp
is not going to be an exception. Doc Ha[\"gerty,
step out here in the midrlle of the road! You've
got to dance, do you hear?n
"I won't stir a step, not if yer shoot me dead!"
came the defiant reply, for the villain was now
·wrought to a desperate pitch, probably because
the man in the doorway had ,:entured to speak
his opinion.
Crack! The gun in the left hand of our hero
spoke sharply, and the bullet hit one of the hoot
heels of the bad man. He gave a sudden jump,
as though the lead had touched his flesh, but
such "as not the case, though it had come mighty
close.
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"Get out here in the middle of the road, you
sneaking coyote! I'm going to show you ,how I
generally treat such galoots as you. If you
have been of the opinion that you are a very
bad man, I'm going to make you a good one for
a minute or two. Move lively!"
A revolver flashed in the boy's right hand now,
and Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart each drew
their guns. Then, just to show the miners that
it was purely a matter of business, Arietta unslung her Winchester and allowed the muzzle to
point toward•the crowd. Doc Haggerty bounded
to the middle of the road as though he was being worked by a set of springs.
"Dance, you sneaking coyote-dance!" commanded our hero.
Crack! He fired with his right hand, and Haggerty began to dance. A piece of leather flew
from his boot heel, and the spectators saw it.
Crack! The weapon in the boy's left hand barked
and pieces flew from the other heel. The bad
man put tn some of the liveliest steps he had
ever undertaken before, and not until our hero
had fired ten shots, all told, did he let up on
him. He had made a lasting impression on the
miners of the camp, and he knew it.

CHAPTER VIL-Taking Possession of the Hill.

•

"I reckon that'!, be about all for the present,"
said Young Wild West, as he motioned for the
bad man to go back to the saloon. "Say, boss,"
and he looked at the man who had not been
afraid to give his opinion concerning the boss of
the camp, "what is the name of this place, anyhow?"
"Gold Grip," was the reply.
"Oh, yes. Come to think of it, I heard the
man with the wounded arm say that. All right.
Gold Grip is a good enough name, I reckon. But
if such a galoot as that one I just made dance
had his way about it, you'd have to change the
name to Bad Grip. You seem to have some
pretty tough citizens here."
"There's some putty good ones here, young
fe11er," was the reply. "But they've been lettin'
things go, jest 'cause they didn't want no trouble.
I, fur one, am mighty glad ;y:ou struck here jest
when yer did. I s'pose there d have been a grave
or two ter dig if ye1· hadn't. Do yer mind lettin'
u s; know who we've got ter thank this ter?"
"Well, I go by the name of Young Wild West,
just because I haven't any other to go by."
"I sorter thought so," commented one of the
others, a s he turned to the crowd and nodded his
head. "I've often heard tell of Young Wild West
an' his pards, an' I was a little bit of ther opinion right along that it was them."
"\Vell, I'm goin' ter propose three cheers fur
Young Wild West, an' I don't care who likes it!"
exclaimed t he first speaker. "Let her go, boys!"
The cheer that went up was a hearty one, even
though only about half a dozen of the men joined
fo giving it.
"That's all rightie gentlemen," said the dashing
young deadshot, air he calmly emptied the shells
, from his revolvers and replaced them with fresh
cai·tridges. "I don't mind a little cheering, be-
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cause I am used to it. I hope none of you consider me too fresh. I simply did what I thought
was the right thing, that's all."
"And you have our gratitude, Young Wild
West," spoke up Shotwell. "I feel sure that I
would have been a dead man by this time if you
had not showed up. That scoundrel meant to kill
me, just as he meant to keep our mo!ley. It is
too bad that my chum got shot in the arm. If
we had thought anything like this was going to
happen we would never have come to Gold Grip."
"Well, never mind about that. You are here
now, and you had better stay long enough to
find out whether or not there is anything here
for you. Charlie, just take a look at the young
man's arm. Fix it up for him. I reckon he is
not so badly hurt. I hardly think his arm is
broken, by the way he moves it around."
The scout had already, dismounted, and he
quickly went over to the wounded tenderfoot.
Meanwhile, Jim and Arietta were keeping a
sharp watch on the miners who still remained in
front of the saloon. Doc Haggerty had gone inside, and his voice could be heard as he talked to
those who stuck by him. The clinking of glasses
also sounded, which told that the bad man was
filling up to make up for the "steam" that had
been taken out of him by dashing Young Wilcl
West.
Joseph Hooper and his darky sat in the buckboard, as though waiting for the boy to tell them
the next move they were to make. Wild took a
look around the camp, and when his eyes finally
rested upon the hill that was only about a couple
of hundred yards away, he said:
"I reckon we'll go up there and pitch our camp.
There don't seem to be any signs of any one
owning that hill, and as there is a stream of
water running down the side of it, it will be an
all-right place to camp. Anyhow, we'll be si tuated so we can see any one approaching, no matter which way they come from."
"Shall we go now?" asked Hooper, tigh tening
the reins on his team.
"Yes, right away."
Then Wild turned to Shotwell and remarked:
"I suppose you have found quarters here ? You
caine last night, you said."
"We came last night, and we slept in th e loft
over the saloon," was the reply. "But we don't
want to sleep there again, Young Wild West."
"Then you haven't any particular place to go?"
"No; we don't know where to go."
"Come right along with us, then. I reckon you
can sleep out of doors all right."
"Oh, yes; we have done that often enough.
Thank you for the offer."
"Don't mention it. Charlie, how about that
bullet wound?"
"It's only a flesh wound, Wild," answered the
scout. "Ther chunk of lead went right on through
ther arm. Tore one of ther muscles a little, but
it'll git well in time. He ain't goin' ter have
the use of ther arm right away, though. There
ain't no use in sayin' he is. But it'll come around
by ther time he strikes it rich in this blamed ol<l
place, most likely."
Cha1·lie talked as though he did not think there
was rmch of a prospect for the young man; but
he always expressed himself just as he thought.
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'l'he miners who had done the cheering seemed
inclined to leave the saloon for the present, and
as our friends moved toward the hill they went
over to their shanties.
"That's right, boys," called out our hero, when
he saw what they were up to. "I reckon you've
had enough tanglefoot for to-day. Get yourselves straightene.d up, and if there's anything 'in
the line of gold dust to dig here, get at it this
afternoon."
"Oh! there's lots of it1 here, Young Wild West,"
answered the man, who had asserted himself
:from the doorway. "Gold Grip is goin' ter be
one of ther richest camps in this section afore
long. I'm an old prospector, an' I knows gTound
when I- sees it. Ther stuff is here, an' we've
been gittin' it out. But Dan Jones got his first
lot of liquor in last night, an' we've been cele'bratin' ever since then. Yer can't blame ther
boys fur gittin' in an' havin' a good time once
in a while."
Wild laughed, for he knew pretty well what
miners were, having seen so much of them.
"Well," sai<l he, looking at Travers, who now
'had his arm in a temporary sling, "I reckon
maybe it will pay you for coming here, after all.
lf what that man says is true, you have as good
a chance as any one to strike it rich here. The
bad man will let you alone now, I reckon. The
good ones in the camp will all turn against him
now, and that will take away his power."
"Oh, we won't be afraid of him as long as you
are here," was the reply. "]f I had only taken
better aim, Doc Haggerty would be a dead man .
this minute. I meant to kill him when I fired
at him."
"It's a pity yer didn't," said the scout, shrugging his shouU!ers. "Sich galoots as him ain't
got no right ter live, anyhow. But he'll git it,
most likely. Jest wait! If he kinder feels that
.he oughter have satisfaction fur what Wild done
ter him, then he'd better make arrangements fur
a one-horse funeral right away."
The scout meant just what he said, for that
was his ·way of thinking. They all rode up the
nill that overlooked the mining camp, and, selecting a spot that suited him, Wild ordered the two
Chinamen to get busy and unload the pack horses.
"We may as well stay here a couple of days,
just to get a line on things," he said, nodding to
those who had joined with them. "Sometimes we
are luckv enough to strike it rich in places of
this sort, though we ·very seldom hold a claim.
We take what we can get without going to much
trouble or expense, and then we usually find
some one to sell out to. Maybe there isn't any
gold on this hill-the chances are that there
isn't, or there would be claims staked out here.
But still there might be."
"I don't care whether there is or not. I have
had ·quite enough of Gold Grip," Shotwell declared.
"Oh, this place won't be so bad when the bad
man gives up his funny business," observed Hooper, shaking- his head and looking down at the
store, which was in the shanty adjoining the saloon. "I've a notion to see if I can buy that
feller out, if things take a turn fur ther good
here."
While thay were arrangihg the camp the_ two
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tenderfeet told all about themselves and why
they had left the farm in Indiana with the hope
of getting rich at gold mining. Our frien<ls smiled when they heard this, for they had met quite
a few of just such fellows in their travels. Some
had come out of it all right, but the most of them
generally went back home broke. Travers and
Shotwell had but few belongings, for they had
not come to the camp prepared to camp out.
They had figured on buying what they needed
when they got there.
Now that they had obtained the e money that
had b€en stolen from them, they could do this,
and Wild assured them that he would go with
them to the store before the day was over and
help them make a selection. It did not take the
two Chinamen long to put the camp in shape.
There was excellent grazing for the horses at the
foot of the hill, and they were tied so they could
go the full length of the lariats. When the work
was all done Hop looked at Wild and said:
"Me likee takee lillee walkee, Misler Wild."
"You want to go to the saloon and get into
·trouble, I suppose," was the reply.
"Me not gittee in tlouble. MG takee um niggee man with me, so be; Jen me no gittee in
tlouble."
"S'pose yer let 'em go, Wild?" sug~·ested the
scout. "We'll foller 'em ,1p, an' we'll see that
they don't git hurt."
"All right," answered our hero, who was just
in the humor for a lively time, he having been
just enough stirred up from what had already
·
happened. "Come on."

CHAPTER VIII.-The Bad Man Is Mystified.
Doc Haggerty felt his defeat at the hands of
Young Wild West rather keenly, as might be
supposed. Not that he had ever been such a
terror, but he had managed to hold the men of
Gold Grip under him pretty well. He was one of
the very first to strike the place, and being a
good sort of a fellow, as far as liberality went,
it was easy for him to get a certain control over
the men.
A born villain, it might be said, and one who
could commit a murder and then laugh about it
and make it appear trivial, he was one calculated to lead, or drive, as the case might be.
When he went into the barroom of the shanty
saloon, after doing the dance before the crowd,
and losing parts of both boot heels, he held his
head down and seemed' to be afraid to look any
one in the eye. But those who were his most
intimate friends-those who were ready to steal
or commit a worse crime at any time-promptly
·
started in to cheer him up.
"Never mind, Doc," s aid one of them, a scarfaced villain named Hecker. "We all know that
) er didn't have no chance with · ther boy. He
was quicker than chain lightnin', an' he was as
cool as though he was jest gittin' ready ter wash
his hands. He's a deadshot, an' that's what's
ther matter. There ain't no one as would stand
a show with Young Wild West... not if everything
was even. I sorter thought itwas him, when he
undertook ter interfere, but I wasn't sure, not
t{ll that galoot hollered out his name. Don't let
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it bother yer much. I reckon ther man ain't born
what would have done anything different from
what you done. Young Wild West had yer dead
ter l'ights, an' it was a case of dance or die. You
danced, an' that gives ye1· all ther chance in ther
world tel' git square fur what happened. If yel'
had died, it would have been different. You'd
never had a chance as long as yer lived, then."
A solemn-visaged man stepped over, and, taking the speaker by the shoulder, gave him a
shake.
"That will do out of you," he said. "Yer jest
said that if Doc had died he would never have
had a chance ter git square as long as he lived.
What kind of talk is that, I'd like ter know?"
"Oh, it's ther Owl, Doc!" and the corrected man
looked at the leader of the camp and grinned.
"He's a wise one; he knows it all. If I made a
little mistake in what I said, I reckon it's all
right. Yer all knows what I meant."
"Yes, we all know, Hecker," said Doc, smiling
faintly. "You meant all right. Well, I'm mighty
glad ter see that yer ain't all gone back on me,
if some has. Give us around, Dan. I reckon
I've got a little dust left yet. Yer all know I
didn't intend ter keep ther money I took from
them two tenderfeet last night. I ain't that
kind."
"We knows that, Doc," and Jones grinned when
he said it. "There ain't nothin' crooked about
you, an' we know it."
"I reckon yer mean that there ain't nothin'
straight· about me."
Doc grinned DO'-"', and it was a ~enuine grin,
too. , He was a crook, and proud of 1t. But most
of the men of Gold Grip were inclined that way.
They were composed of the rougher element, who
float about the country, making a living in the
easiest way that comes along, whetber it is by
honest work or thieving. They get hardened to
crime from being ·so familiar with it, and it is
not strange that such places as Gold Grip still
exist in the parts of the West where mining is
carried on.
Rig·ht here we will state that Doc Haggerty
had three men he could depend upon to stick to
him through thick and thin. Two of them were
Hecker and the Owl, and the other was a villain
named Dodge. These three had come with him
to the little valley, and had been just in time to
assist half a dozen prospectors, who had struck
it rich, to build the mining camp. But there
were half a dozen more who liked· the villain, and
believed he was the proper one to be the leader
of the camp.
That was because they were common thieves.
They thought they stood a much better show
with him than they might with somebody who
was inclined to be honest and run things straight.
These all accepted the invitation to drink, and
the glasses clinked me1·rily. Doc Haggerty felt
better when he had swallowed the "pizen," as he
called it. He fell to boasting right away, and
as one of his friends ordered another round he
said:
"I'm goin' ter show you galoots that I'm made
out of ther right sort of stuff, an' yer kin bet all
you're worth on that! I ain't done with this
Young Wild West! If that boy stays here all
day he'll stay here forever! They'll bury him
here, that's what they'll do. I have got ter drop
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him, 01 he'll drop me. That's ther way ther
case stanus, boys. I may nc1t have a fair chance
.if we're facin' each other, but I'll git him; there
won't be no miss about it. That boy is my
meat."
His cronie:-s cheered him on, and then he fell to
boasting more than ever. This sort of talk was
kept up for some time, and the drinks kept coming, while Dan Jones smiled as he raked in the
gold dust. That was what he was there for, and
he was just the one to keep things going, fol' he
knew just when to treat to start the men going
again, every time there came a lull. After a
while the Owl started in singing in a voice that
could well be called cracked. The Owl had received the name because he was solemn of visage, but that is as far as the solemnity went.
He was really a very lively individual when he
got a little· warmed up. He was also a very
clever card sharp, and he made more rnoney at
poker than he did from the claim he had staked
out.
The songs he knew were many, even if he did
not know how to sing them properly, or h::tl not
the voice to do it, and he kept it up unt il one
of the miners suddenly caught him by the arm
and pointed to the door. Hop Wah and Mose,
the clarky, were entering, and· the sight of the
t'No was quite enough to excite the attention of
the crowd from the alleged singing they had been
forced to listen to for so Jong.
"Thunder!" the Owl exclaimed, as he looked at
the pair. "What's th;s I see? A Heathen Chinee an' a coon, as I live! What do yer think of
that, Doc?"
"Not much," Haggerty replied. "I don't think
. much of anything that's got anything ter do
with Young Wild West. Them two niggers i;;
with him, an' that makes 'em no good. I'll
jest---"
. "Hello, evelybody!" said Hop just then . "Me
al!ee samee velly smartee Chinee, so be."
"Squawkin' skunks!" cried Doc. "Diel yer hear
that, boys? He's a very smart Chinee, he says.
V.' ell, well!"
Hop had come there for the very purpos<) of
showing that he was, too, and before anything
further could be said he produced a pa('k of
playing cards and began scaling them around the
room.
"Evelybody watchee!" he called out, as the last
card left his hand, and then, much to the surprise of all hands, a brightly colored paper pa1.'asol suddenly appeared in his hand.
This he raised and held over his head, while he
walked about the room, leaving the darky, who
had come in with him, standing near the <loo1·,
eyes and mouth wide open. It happened t\at
the1·e was not a man there who was not of the
superstitious sort, as well as ignorant. They•
were all ready to swear that the Chinaman had
no such a thing as a parasol with him when he
came in, too, and that was what amazed them.
Doc Haggerty forgot all about his blustering
talk now. The Chinaman had said he was smart,
and he began to think that such was the case.
When Hop had gone around two or three times
he closed the parasol suddenly and then started
to push it clown his throat. His cleverness, anti
the fact that the parasol was a jointed one, made
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ft easy for him to deceive the lookers-on, and as
he gave a big swallow and threw out his hands,
showing them to be empty, a low cry of astonishment went up from the men.
"Now, len," said Hop, turning to the darky,
who was as much mystified as any· one there,
"you allee samee pickee uppee um cards me
thlow 'lound, so be."
"Yes, sar, I done do that," answered Mose,
who now had a much better opinion of the Chinaman than he had at first.
He went around and got all that were to be
found. Hop took them, counted them over, and
then shook his head.
"One card allee samee gone," he declared.
"Only fifty-one here. Um velly handsome Melican man takee um other card and allee samee
puttee in him pockee."
He pointed to Doc Haggerty as the man ~e
referred to, and he appeared to be so earnest m
what he said that the villain brightened up, no
doubt feeling that the compliment was really
meant. But the accusation was wrong; that he
was sure of.
"Wh~·. I never touched none of them cards," he
declared. "What makes you think I took one of
'em? What would I want of one card, anyhow?"
"You takee allee · samee for fun, so be. You
gottee um card. It um nine of clubs."
Now Hop, while parading around the room,
had passed very close to the bad man twice, so
there was nothing strange about his having the
card. All eyes were turned upon him now, for
the rest in the salooa believed that what the
Chinaman said was true.
"You lookee in ; ou -oockee and you allee samee
findee um nine of clubs," said Hop positively.
Haggerty felt in his pockets, and out of the
left one he drew a card. It was the nine of
clubs, sure enough!
CHAPTER IX.-Hooper buys the Store.
To say that those in the saloon were more
astonished than ever would be putting it rather
mildly. The fact that the card had been in his
pocket, and no one had seen it put there, made
Doc Haggerty and the rest feel somewhat uncanny about it. But when Hop smiled and bowed
right and left to them they picked up a little and
watched him.
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee, so be."
he said. "Me likee havee lillee dlop of tanglefoot,
so be. Um niggee man takee lillee, too. He
allee samee likee tanglefoot, but him boss no
lettee him dlink muchee. He allee same dlink
allee he wantee when he with me, so be."
Mose stepped up to the rickety bar, eager to
get something to steady his nerves. He possessed the superstition so common to the more
ignorant ones of his race, and he now regarded
Hop as a "witch doctor," or something of the
kind.
Hop kindly poured out a drink for him, and
then he did the same for himself. They drank
the liquor, and then both felt better, or imagined
they did, anyhow. The Chinaman made no move
to pay for the drinks, however, and when he
atarted to go to a table in a corner of the room
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Dan Jones, who did not believe in being cheated
out of a cent, if he could avoid it, mustered up
sufficient courage to say:
"Didn't yer furgit somethin', heathen? You're
a mighty smart one, I'll admit; but that don't
say that ; er don't have ter pay fur ther stuff
yer drink. I have ter pay cash fur it when I
buy it, or r' wouldn't have it ter sell."
"Lat allee light," Hop answered, nodding his
head. "Me pay when we go outee, so be."
"Well, all right. But it would suit me jest as
well ter have it now."
"Fetchee um bottle of tanglefoot and allee
samee two glasses to um table."
Jones lost no time in filling the order. He
placed the bottle and glasses on the table, just
as the darky took the chair Hop pointed out to
him. Hop took a cigar from his pocket :md
calmly lighted it. Then he puffed away and sat
looking at the boss of the saloon, who stood waiting for his money.
"You no wantee tlust me, so be?" the Chinaman asked.
"V.'ell, I always sell fur cash. l've seen jest
about enough of yer ter know tha~ you could
beat me out of ther money, an' not half try.
You're a mag-ician, I reckon. I've seen one or
two of 'em in my time, an' I know enough ter
feel that sich fellers could fool me easy enough.
What I want now is the1· money. Pour out your
drinks, an' then pay me fur four drinks. That'll
be jest two dollars."
"Allee light," nodded the clever C:hinaman, and
he felt in a pocket at the inside of his loose-fitting
coat.
·
The first thing he drew forth was the big, yellow silk handkerchief that he alwai s carried to
help him perform his so-called magic tricks.
This he threw over the bottle in an indifferent
sort of way. Then he produced a handful of
silver and gold coins. Selecting two silver dollars, he paid the boss.
"Now we allee samee havee 1-illee dlink," he
said, as he placed his hand on the handkerchief,
presumably to remove it from the bottle, which
was completely covered by it. While he had hi!c'
hands on the handkerchief Hop paused and said:
"Me gottee uncle in China whatee velly muchee
smartee, and me allee samee likee my uncle."
"There ain't no doubt but what you're a very
smart heathen; you've proved that," the boss answered. "But go ahead and pour out your drinks.
I want ther bottle."
"Oh! Allee light, len."
The clever Celestial lifted the handkerchief,
and with a quick move, put it in under his coat.
Then it was that the lookers-on were treated to
another surprise. Instead of the bottle being on
the table, there was a dead rat.
"Whattee mattee ?" cried Hop, jumping to his
feet. "You allee samee play um tlick on um
poor Chinee! Me no likee. Me no eatee um dead
lat; me eatee allee samee Melican man. Where
um tanglefoot? Me pay for um, and me no
gittee, so be!"
There was no doubt but that Dan Jones was
the sharpest man there, but he was about as
much mystified as any of the rest, for the time
being. But he quickly realized that he was up
against a magician, and that meant that he was
I
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likely to lose his bottle of whisky if he did not
do something.
"See here!" he said, trying to be cool. "I put
that bottle on ther table, an' eve1·ybody here seen
me do it. When ) ou went ter pay me yer jest
throwd a big hanc'.kerchi ef over it, an' then, when
ye1· takes it off, ther bottle's gone, an' there's
nothin' but a dead rat layin' on ther table. Now,
I didn't take ther bottle away, nor I didn't put
ther rat there. That makes it up ter you. You
jest produce that bottle, or I'll see if you're
bullet proof! Ho<v does that strike yer, Mister
Magician? "
"Not velly goodee," answered Hop, as he saw
the man pull his gun.
It was just then that Wild and the scout entered the saloon. They had been watching and
listening at the window in-front for some little
time, and when the boss of the place threatened
to shoot our hew thought it .time for them to
come in. Doc Haggerty forgot the sm·prise the
Chinaman had given him when he saw the dashing young deadshot enter. He turned pale and
shifted his feet uneasily. He looked at his three
chums, as though they might help him out, but
they stood gazing at the boy and the scout, as
though that was all they had to do just then.
"What's the trouble, Hop?" Wild asked, walking to the table coolly, while Charlie stepped
over to the end of the bar that was nearest the
door and kept his eyes on the inmates of the
saloon, particularl y upon Haggerty. Hop undertook to explain, but Jones interrupted him.
"Ther trouble is that he's took a .bottle that
was nigh full of whisky, an' he's left a dead rat
on ther table in place of it," he said, looking at
our hero and nodding his head vigorously.
"Ah! I see. Well, I reckon we'll soon settle
that. You needn't shoot him. He's a pretty good
sort of a heathen, even if he does do things that
are somewhat strange now and then. Hop, just
prodnce that bottle of whisky, or l'll make something happen to you that you won't like."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the meek reply. "Me no keepee; me havee lillee fun, lat
allee."
Then he brought out the bottle and calmly
poured some in his glass. This done, he did the
same for the darky, who was very much frightened at what was taking- place, .and had nothing
to say at all. Jones took the bottle and walked
·
behind the bar with it.
"You takee um dead lat, too; me no wantee,"
Hop said, and then he threw it after him.
As luck would have it ,the dead rat hit the
man called the Owl squarely on the breast. That
was an insult that could not be tolerated, and in
a twinkling the fellow reached for his gun.
"Magician or no magician, that heathen Chinee
has got ter turn up his toes!" he roal'ed. "Stand
out of ther way, there! I don't want ter hit
anybody else!"
"Jest put that gun ·away, 'you measly coyote!"
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, who had drawn a
revolver the same time he did. "That was an accident. Ther heathen didn't mean ter hit you
with that rat. Put that gun away, I say!"
The scout had him covered, so the Owl wilted
in quick order.
"I reckon that's the best way; after all," Wild
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said, as he walked over to the bar. "Landlord,
let's have some cigars."
. Dan J mies had plenty of cigars, and he hurriedly put a bo>,. on the bar.
"Help )ourselves, gentlemen, " said the dashing young cle1Jdshot, meaning all hands.
Not one of them refused. Even Doc Haggerty
felt the need of a smoke just then.
"I hope you'll look over what happened just
now," said our hero, turning to the Owl, after he
had lig_hted his cigar. "That is one of the g1·eatest Chmamen that ever lived. There is no mistake about that. It would be a shame to shoot
him. Now you just forget that the dead rat hit
you, will you?"
. "Oh, I ain't g~in' ter hold no grudge ag'in
him; I know he didn't mean ter hit me with it"
'
was the reply.
Hop now picked up the rat and threw it out
into the road. Then things settled down and
so_on Jones. was conversing freely with our
fnends. Wild asked him who owned the store
ne;ft door, and finding that he did, he said:
You can't run the two places very well ]
shonld think. Why don't you sell the store?"'
"I'll sell it quick enough if I kin find a bu'yer ,.
was the retort. "But there ain't any one he;e
as wants it."
'.'Well, I'll find a buyer for you, if the price
suits."
"Fetch him along, Young Wild West. I'll make
ther price suit him. I mean jest wha't I say. I
:Vant ter put my whole time in right here. There
1s more money in it than ther store. I ain't
afraid ter let any one know that."
"Hop," said Wild, "go and fetch Hooper here
Maybe he can do a little business with the boss.'l
Both Hop and_ the darky ran to get the man,
who was so anx10ns to run a store in a mining
c~mp .. In a very few minutes they came back
with him. Haggerty and his three friends had
ta~en a seat at a table now, and they Femained
quiet enough. But it was evident that they were
eager to hear what was going on. Wild inti·oduced Hooper to Jones and the two shook hanas.
_"Mr. H~)Oper," the boy said, "I reckon you
might strike up a deal with the boss here. He
owns the store next door, ancL.he seems to think
that ~e can n:iake more money if he pays strict
attent10n to his saloon business. He says he will
sell out."
"Well, I'm jest ther man he wants then" was
the reply. "i want ter git a store i;' som~ hustlin' minin' camp, where there's a chance fur
business ter increase. I'll talk business with yer
'
Mr. Jones."
"All right. I'll call my clerk in, an' then we'll
go an' look at ther store. I'll sell yer everythi~g, jest as i~ stands, buildin', land an' goods.
W,e 11 tak~ an mv~ntory of ther goods, an' yer
km have em fur Jest what they cost me ter git
'em he1·e."
"What do you ~1ink about it, Wild?" quel'ied
Hooper.
"Well, if you are set on having a store in a
mining camp, here's your chance," was the re"I reckon there's a good chance here.
ply.
-Things are not just right here now, but ther
will be when some of the bad ones are cleanc.-'d
out. It won't take long to do that, you know."
The boy glanced over at the four men at foe
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table as he said this, and he saw that his words
But that was just what he wanted them
to do. Jones was soon rE\adv to go to the store,
and then Wild and Charlie went along with them,
lt'aving Hop and the darky in the saloon. The
man in charge now was a young fellow who had
been a cowboy until he drifted into the mining
camp, and he seemed to like the job he had
struck with Jones.
Hop took advantage of the absence of our hero
and the scout to get filled up on whisky. He
ordered drinks for all hands, and paid for them
·with money that was bad. The cowboy, not being much acquainted with money, took it and
gave change. Knowing that he would be forced
to make good when it was discovered, Hop spent
some good money, too. He had plenty of it, anyhow, and sometimes he was not mean with it.
What he really wanted was to get into a poker
game, but it was so near noon now that he put
it off until later. Four or five rounds were served while our friends were next door in the store,
Hop paying each time. He figured that it was
time the bartender treated, anyhow, so the counterfeit money would even that up. When Jones
came back, followed by Hooper and our two
f, iends, the bargain had been made, and a deposit was then put up by the purchaser, with the
understanding- that as soon as the draft was honored at the bank it was drawn on the business
,ms his. But he was to take immediate possession, and that suited him best of all. Hooper
got 1·ight at work with paint and brush, and
when noon came the sign over the front door of
the ghanty bore his name, instead of that of
Jones. That settled that part of it, anyhow.

hit hard.

CHAPTER X.-The Two Tenderfoots Strike It
Rich.
Wild made Hop and the darky return with
them to the hill when they went, and it was
noon when they got there. Wing had the dinner
nearly ready. Anna had given him a hand with
it, and the result was that they had something
to sit down to that was fit for a king, as the
saying goes. Travers had been made as comfortable as possible, and the result was that he
could walk around and look over the hill with
Shotwell. They had been using a pick and shovel
in various places-or Shotwell had, we should say
-and when our hero and the scout arrived they
had something to show them.
"Do you think there is any value to that?"
Travers asked, as he put a lump that was streaked with reddish layers that shone brightly in the
sun, into our hero's hand.
The moment Wild felt the weight of it he gave
a nod in the affirmative.
"I reckon that's worth about ten dollars," he
answered, as be turned it over and made an examination of it. "Is there more of the same
kind of stuff there?"
"Plenty of it!" exclaimed Shotwell, his eyes
dancing with delight. "I dug down between two
rocks that came within a fe\~· inches of joining,
and this is the fir~t piece I broke loose with the
pick. Come over, and I'll show you."
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"\Veil," said the boy, coolly, "I reckon you
have st1·uck it rich, Shotwell, anrl I am an.·iou::;
to ,-cc your find. But, at the same time, I am
hungry, and as the dinner is about ready, I think
I'll eat first. I'll look at your gold mine oa a
full stomach."
"Gold mine!" gasped Travers. "Do you really
think we have found a gold mine?"
"It is nothing else, I assure you. That sample
would tum out twentv thousand dollars to the
ton. If there is more of it, and I knO\\' there
must be, because I can see where the lump was
broken off, you fellows might be thankful that
you came to such a place as Gold Grip. You
have got a gold grip now, so you want to hold
on to it."
"Yes, but it i::,n't ours. It belongs to you anrl
your friends. You suggested that we shouJ,!
come here."
"\Vell, that's all right. Maybe there's enon~h
for all of us. But you two fello,vs pro:;pected
and found the gold, so it i:; yours. There is no
getting over that. Now just take it ·ea~y, and
we'll have our dinner. Then we'll go ancl louk
things over."
"You are the greatest fellow for coolne,s I
ever saw!" declared Shotwell. "Vvhy, I am in a
fever of excitement, since you told us this lump
was gold."
"Well, there is no need of getting- that way.
That won't make it any better. Take it easy;
that's the way."
"By jingo! I'll try to, for I think advice from
such a wonderful boy as you are is worth taking."
'·Well, I don't know anything about that part
of it. But here is the dinner waiting for us. Sit
down and eat."
"We'll do just as you say, Wild," said Travers.
"We made up our minds to call you Wild this
morning, after hearing your partners and the
girls call ~ ou that all the while. I suppose you
have no objections to it?"
"Certainly not. I am altogether too young to '
be 'mistered'; so call me Wild, or West, if you
like. I don't care if you call me Young. That
is part of my name, you know."
They all sat dO\\·n, and ·when the meal was
nearly clone with Travers turned to our hero and
sairl:
"I haYe been thinking o:f what you said just
before we sat down, Wild."
"About the gold mine you have found?"
"No; about your name. You said we might
call you Wild, or West; or, if we liked, we could
call you Young-. Do you mind telling how you
came by the name of Young Wild West? I had
an idea that it was but a nickname."
"Well, it is not a nickname. I'll tell you all I
know about it in a few words. When I was
about two years old I was found by a number of
cavalrymen lying in a clump of bushes, near the
smoldering ruins of a log cabin. Indians had
been there, and the bodies of a man and woman
were found close t0 the ruins, their scalplocks
missing-. The officer in command of the cavalry
was Captain West, and he adopted me. Before
leaving the scene of the massacre he gave me
the name of Young- Wild West, because it was in
a very wild part of Wyoming where I was found •
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and I wa~ very young. He gave me his own ~ ou'll think kindly of me . · It is worth a who le
name for my family name. It is only natura1 lot to have folks thinking kindly of you."
"I only wish I was able to get in and work,"
for me to suppose tliat the murdered man and
woman were my father and mother, but I was remarked Travers, as he looked at his wounded
so young that I could nut remember anything arm. "This will make it bad, because I won't be
about them. That is the brief history of my -able to do my share of the work. "
"Well, maybe you can get Hop to help you out
name, Travers."
The two tenderfeet could readily understand a little. You can do quite a lot yourself with
that the subject was not a pleasing one to the one hand, and he can come and help out between
dashing boy hero, so they wisely changed it. Jo- times. I reckon he can do a ,v:hole lot, because.
seph Hooper had listened to all that was said, he knows the business pretty well. When we
but he was so much interested in the store he are in camn he doesn't have anything to do but
had just purchased that he did not grow inter- to take care of the horses."
"All right. We will see if we can get him."
ested in the gold talk. He had simply eaten his
Wild looked around the spot and came to the
dinner in the camp because he had been too busy
getting his sign painted to prepare a dinner. All conclusion that there must be plenty of gold in
the utensils needed for cooking were in the back under the hill. But that would require lots of '
room of the shanty structure, and there was a labor, since a passageway would have to be dug
supply of everything in the store but fresh meat. in order to get to it. Arietta was really more
He was the first to move away from the remains intere·sted than any of the rest, save the tenderfeet themselves, and with a pick in her hand she
of the repast, and he said as he did so:
of about
"I am much obliged to yer all fur what you've followed up the crevice for a distance
a pe-rpendicular
clone fur me. Come down an' see me, an' you fifty feet. Then she had reached
and a ppeared to
kin bet I'll try ter even up things. Jones had a bank that arose for several feet,
a crack in it she
putty good stock in ther store, an' an ything you be of quartz rock. Seeing
raised the pick over her shot!lder and str~ck a
need, what'sJ.here, is yoPrs without a cent."
go?c), hard blow. The result was certainly sur"All right, Mr. Hooper," our hero answered. prismg. There was a clatter of falling dirt and
"I appreciate what you say; but what we have stones and then the mouth of a cave was redone for you does not amount to anything. We vealed!
won't take anything for it. You can make up
"l guess I have sti:uck something. Wild," said
your mind to that, so say no more about it, the girl coolly. "Come here and see."
please."
The storekeeper smiled, but it was eYiclent that
{
he hoped to make them some sort of a present
before they left the mining camp. The darky
went with him, of course, as he had come with
CHAPTER XL-The Cave of Gold.
him the big·gest part of the way, and had been
"By jingo !" cried Young Wild West, a1- he ran
promised steady employment. Not until they
had gone' on down the hill did Wild turn to the quickly to where his sweetheart was standing. "l
two tenderfeet and tell them he ·was ready to go r eckon you have struck :;omething. sure enough
'
.
and look at their gold mine. They had been Et!"
waiting patiently, and leaving the two Chinamen
"A cave, eh?" said the scout, as he nodded his
in charge of the camp, all the rest went along head, just as · though thel'e was nothing so important about it.
arouud the other side. o:f the hill.
"Yes, that's right, Charlie. It's a cave, sure
Travers, with his arm in the sling, led the way.
They were not long in reaching foe spot, and enough. T l"eckon we'll go in and see what kind
then all took a good look. Jim Dart got down on of a cave it is."
He stepped in, for the dust had nearly settled
his knees and got hold of some of the chunks of
gold that la y in the crevice. He handed each of by this time, and as he vie,• eel the deoths he saw
them a piece, and then, with one in h'is hand, he that it extende_cl b~ck fully fifty fe~i:, wl~ile it
got up. Our friends knew it was gold ore-verY, was fully !~at m ,ndth at the widest pai:t The
Tich ore, too--and they :were not long in con 1rat- natural ce1lmg was probably ten feP.t hi'l'h. and
ulating the two young men who had come ;.,!! the as the dashing young dcaclshot looked at it he
way from an Indiana farm to strike it rich in gave a stai;t. If his eyes did not decei',e hir.,,
the rock above was studded -with nuo-<>'ets of
,
the mountains of the wild West.
"'"'
gold!
"I reckon you'll go away from here prettv rich
"Let me have that pick, Et," he said to his
b?ys," Wild said, as _h e followed up the crack with
his eye. "There might be tons of that kind of sweetheart.
Arietta handed it to him. Then the boy reachs~uff back ii;i there; and there might only be a
httle. But I 11 venture to predict that you'll come ed up, made a jump and knocked a chunk loose
.from the __ ceiling. Arietta picked _it up. for she
·
out of it rich, all right."
was now rn the cave, and as she felt the ,veight
The eyes of the two young men glistened.
and saw the glitter, she exclaimed:
"If we do, it will be you who will be respon"Gold!"
sible for it," said Travers.
"Just what I thought, little girl," Wild an"Yes!" exclaimed Shotwell. "You not only swered coolly. "I reckon we have found a cave
saved my life, but you have started me on the of gold." .
road to wealth. I'll never forget you as lonO' as
Used to such finds, as they were they were
"'
I live, Wild."
soon coolly inspecting the cave. It Zvas easy t o
know
I
when
especially
" Well, I hope you don't,
figure that gold could be taken from it to the
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amount of thousahds of dollars' worth. For half
an hour they remained at the cave, and then
Wild proposed that they go back to the camp and
get something to cover the mouth, so that no
prying eyes might find what they had discovered.
Shotwell and Travers were working away like
good fellows. The nuggets came out of the
crevice easily, so there was · not so much work
about it as they had thought. When our hero
told them of the cave they had found, they were
surprised, but not interested enough to go and
see it. The fact was, they thought what they
had right there was more than they could ever
find use for. They were of the sort who believe
that enough is enough, so to speak.
A piece of canvas was soon brought from the
camp, so it could be hung before the mouth of
the cave when they wanted to leave it, and then
they all got at wo1'k: knocking off chunks of gold.
It was tiresome work, but each hour they kept
at it meant hundreds of dollars. After about
three hours of it, Wild suggested that they let it
go at that.
"Et," said he, "run and tell the two Chinamen
to come here and help get the stuff to the camp.
I think it will be a good idea to take it around
there."
"AU right, Wild/ was the reply, and away
went the girl.
When she got to the camp she found Hop was
not there. Wing informed her. that he was down
at the saloon, he having seen him go there.
"Well, you come, then," she said. "Hop ~II
catch it for going away without asking leave.
Shotwell and Travers want him to help them,
too."
"Allee light," was Wing's reply, and he grabbed up a pail and followed her.
The distance around to the cave was not more
than a hundred yards, so they quickly got there.
Gold is a ,rery heavy metal, as the reader no
doubt is aware, and there being so much of it in
the ore found in the cave the bulk that could be
carried by a single individual was not much.
Several trips had to be made, and at each one
the scout had som~thing to say about the absence of Hop.
"There!" he exclaimed, when they had made
the last trip, "if that heathen galoot had been
here, we would have been done ten minutes ago.
Luggin' gold ain't no easy thing."
"Lots of people would like to have the chance
to carry it, Charlie," Anna spoke up.
"That's all right, too. But we ain't ther ones
ter go crazy about it. What's a million dollars
ter us?"
"It's an awful lot of money, Charlie," Wild
spoke up laughingly.
"I know that. But there ain't no million dollars in that cave, though."
"No; I don't believe there is. But there's quite
enough there to give a fellow a good start on
the road to riches."
"When it's all divided up the1·e won't be so
much apiece."
"Well, the excitement of finding it and getting
it away is worth a lot."
"Sartin. Anyhow, we're all putty young yet,
an' it's a good idea ter have a few millions stowed away fur a rainy day."
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The scout grinned when he said this, for he
knew that it would take more than one find like
that which they had made that day to make a
few millions. But there was one thing about it,
and that was that Young Wild West and his
friends had struck luck by coming to Gold Grip.
But they had struck plenty of trouble, too, as
will be seen later on. Doc Haggerty was a man
who would not give up very easily, and already
he had planned to make an attack on the hill
and shoot down the male members of the party.
The girls were to be taken prisoners and given
the chance to become wives of him and the two
men he selected, or die. But such things had
been planned before. Carrying out the plans
was another thing.

CHAPTER XII.-The Vijlains Do Some Plotting.
Doc Haggerty went in the store as soon as
Joseph Hooper came and opened up, after getting his dinner at the camp of Young Wild
West; His three chums went with him, as did
the others who had been hanging about the saloon. None of them went there for the purpose
of making a purchas~ it was merely through
curiosity. Perhaps they may have had it in their
minds to try and make something out of him, but
if so they had not laid any plans as yet. Hooper was a little, afraid of them, but he tried to be
a,s pleasant as possible, just the same.
"I'm goin' ter git in a stock of everything jest
as soon as I kin find time ter make up an order,
gents," he said. "I'm goin' ter sell good articles
an' all's I want is a fair profit. Of course I ex~
pec.t ter git your trade."
"Sartin," replfod the Owl, grinning at him.
"There ain't ·no one else ter buy from. You've
got ter git our trade."
"I s'pose them friends of yourn up on ther hill
will be good customers while they stay here," remarked Haggerty.
"Well, it's likely they'll buy a few things of
me afore they go," was the reply.
"What did they go up there fur, anyhow?
They didn't think there was gold ter be found on
that hill, did they?"
"I don't know whether they thought that or
not. But they've found gold there, jest ther
same. Ther two tenderfeet struck it rich this
·
mornin'."
"What!" The villains looked at each other.
"I don't see how that kin be," ventured Hecker
after a pause. "That hill has been looked ove;
by every , galoot in ther camp, an' there ain't
been as much as a flee bite of gold found there."
"Well, I seen a big lump that was found there
this mornin'. Ther rest of yer what looked there
couldn't have looked at ther right place, that's
all. I heard You;ng Wild West tell them two fellers that they would go away from here rich
men. I didn't go an' look at ther spot where
they found ther gold, but I know it's there, an'
pl.lmty of it, from what I heard."
Again the villains exchanged glances. The
storekeeper noticed it this time, and then it occurred to him tl:iat he had made 'a. mistake by
mentioning anything about the luck of the ten•
derfeet.
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If we kin git among ther rocks somewheres, we'll
be all right. I reckon we'd better git another
man ter go in with us~ 'cause four is a little bit
shy, with sich ones as we've got ter deal with,"
said Haggerty.
"That's right," spoke up the Owl. ."I reckon
Jake Dockett is ther man we want. He spoke
ter me a little while ago, an' he ·wanted ter know
if we was goin' ter let them galoots hold ther
hill, when there was gold ter be had there. I
told him I'd speak ter you about it."
"All right. Go an' git him," and the leader
seemed to be pleased at the Owl's suggestion.
"I reckon I've got enough grub here, boys,"
said Haggerty. "If I ain't, we kin git what we
want at ther store. Ha, ha, ha! Ther store! I
reckon that galoot won't run it very long. I don't
like him, an' I think we've got ther job on
hand ter clean him out. But wait- till we git
done with Young Wild West first."
He got 30me coffee ready, and bacon was fried
till the shanty was so full of smoke that they
could hardly see each other. But by the time the
Owl came b~ck the supper was ready, and they
ate by the light of a smoky old oil lamp.
"Jake is only too glad to jine in with us," was
the report the Owl made. "You'll find him a
rousin' good man, too, Doc. He h.in fight, when
it comes to ther point, an' there ain't no use
talkin'."
"Well, ther chances is that there'll be some
fightin' ter do afore we git through with ther
job. So he'll come in handy, then. I reckon five
is enough of us, boys. That's jest what. they
number, yer know."
"Without countin' ther two heathens an' ther
gals," added Dodge.
"Well, they don't count. We'll talrn them
alive. Ther gals will make good wives, an' ther
h,eathens will make servants. Oh! we're goin'
ter live in style after this business is over. All's
we've got ter do is ter git possession of ther
hill. an' then all ther gold that's there is our,;.
It ·don't make no difference whether there's a ·
lot there or only a little; it'll be ours!"
"I hope there's a lot," Hecker spoke up. "I
always had a notion that I'd like ter have more
money than I knowed what ter do with."
"There ain't no man as ever had that much,"
said Haggerty. "No matter how much a galoot
has got, he always finds use fui: it. If it ain't
in any other way he uses it ter git more. But
neve1· mind about that. We're lookin' fur revenge, riches an' wives, all in one! Ther first
thing I want is revenge. Young Wild West sorter made a sight of me this mornin', an' I ain't
thought as much of in ther camp as I was. I've
got ter square myself afore I kin git back ter
where I was. But when I do, look out! I'll
make ther galoots what cheered fur that boy
dance! I knows every one of 'em, an' I ain't go·
in' ter furgit who they are, either."
"That's right, Doc. I don't blame yer," said
the Owl. "Yer kin count on me ter help yer
out."
"Me too!"
CHAPTER XIII.-The Villains Find the Cave of
They all declared this, so the villain thought he
Gold.
was getting along nicely. After supper they
"To-night we go up that hill, an' we'll take went over to the saloon. The man called Jake
enough stuff along with us fur a couple of days. Dockeet was met there, and they had drinks and

The villains hung around the store for some
time, trying to pump Hooper. But he could not
have told them any more than he had already,
because he did not know. He had been too much
jnterested in his purchase for that. After a
while Haggerty went out, first giving a signal
to his three friends to follow him. They went
over to the shanty of the former.
"Sit down, boys," said the villainous leader of
the camp, for we will still call him leader.
"If what that galoot of a new storekeeper says
is true I reckon we'll make a good thing out of
it whe~ we clean out ther camp on ther hill,"
said Hecker, nodding his head and putting on a
wise look.
"We sartinly will, boys."
"I never thought there was gold there," observed the Owl.
"Nor I, nuther," chimed in Dodge.
"No one did not after they'd looked all over
ther blamed hill an' found nothin'," the leader
declared. "But it must be so, 'cause ther storekeeper wouldn't have said what h_e did if there
wasn't. Did yer notice how he tned _ter change
ther subject after he seen we was . ~nte_rested?
Yer kin bet that every word he said. 1s true.
Boys, that hill has got ter be ours, an' that's all
there is ter it!"
"An' Young Wild West an' his pards, an' them
two tenderfeet galoots has got ter die," added
the---Owl.
"Yes, an' ther gals has got ter become our
brides," spoke up Hecker.
"There's four of us, an' only three of them,"
said Dodge. "How are we all goin' ter git
~
fixed?v
"That kin be settled after we git 'em,"' Haggerty answered. "I reckon there ain't no use
in countin' our chickens afore they're hatched,
anyhow. I've found out that it don't always
work. We've jest got tel' clean out Young Wild
West an' his pards first of all. Then ther rest
·will be easy enough. Now, then, ther thing is,
how are we goin' t,er start at it?"
"Start at it?" echoed the Owl. "Why, go up
there an' pick 'em off from behind ther rocks.
That'll be ther best way."
"No, it won't, either," Haggerty declared.
"Ther best way ter do it will be ter catch Young
Wild West first. We'll git him alive, if we kin,
an' then we kin run things our own way, 'cause it
will be easy ter trap ther others. What we want
ter do is ter sneak up on ther hill to-night, or
jest afore daylight, an' then hide some place, so
\Ve kin ketch 'em nappin'. If we wait long
enough we'll git a chance at Young Wild West,
yer kin bet on that! There wouldn't be no use
in us goin' up there in ther daylight, 'cause
we'd be seen afore we got up there, an' then
they'd be ready fur us. Yer know what it means
when Young Wild West is ready, boys."
They all knew that, for they had seen how
Haggerty had been handled by the young deadshot.
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"A gold ·mine, as sure as anrthing," was his
talked it over in low tones. After a while Young
Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie came in. They comment.
He looked into the hole and found that it was
were simpl; taking a wa)k a1·ound the camp before settling down for the night. It struck Doc not more than ten feet deep. It · looked to be a
Haggerty that it would be a good time to get natural one, too, and it suggested a grave to him.
upon the hill while the boy and his partner were With · a grin on his evil countenance, he went
down. He passed the word, and they all went back to the cave and reported what he had discovered to his companions: It was just then
out.
The villains quickly gathered together what that the Owl, who wa.s keeping a watch from a
they meant to take with them and set out. They corner of the canvas, held up his hand for siwent all the way around the hill, and then they lence.
"Here comes Young Wild West, an' he's all
went up in noiseless fashion. They had all been
there several times before, so they knew pretty alone!" he exclaimed, in a hoarse whisper.
well how to go. It was their luck to head
straight for the spot whe1·e Arietta had discovered the cave of gold. Villains have good luck,
as well as any one else. Sometimes it doesn't CHAPTER XIV.-The Fight for the Cave of
Gold Begins.
last, though.
It remained to be seen whether this streak of
Our hero and his companions kept a watch
Iv.ck would last. The five men made their way
to the cliff for the purpose of finding a hiding during the night, as usual, for they did not know
place, and when they surl<lenly came in contact what might happen. But nothing die! happen that
with a hanging piece of canvas their curiosity disturbed them, and as soon as it was daylight
our hero was up and stirring. He told Charlie
·
was aroused.
"We've got ter see what this means," said Hag- who had J>een doing the last trick at watching, t~
arouse tne cook and get the brreakfast under
gerty, in a whisper.
Holding a revolver in one hand, he pushed the way, and then he started to take a walk around
canvas aside with the other and then listened. and see how things were. It was certainly a
There was no sound to be heard, so he grew beautiful morning, and the boy could not help
bolder :md stepped in a little way. Then he taking note of it.
Ile lvoked down upon the mining camp that
paused again, and after making sure that there
was no one in the cave-for he now knew it was a lay so close by and saw that about the only one
cave-he struck a match. As the flickering flame stirring was Hooper, the storekeeper. He was
flarnd up a portion of the interior of the cave opening his store, preparatory to doing some
was lighted by a peculiar glare. The Owl knew business. Wil<l walked on around the turn and
what that glare meant. The ceiling showed fresh soon came to the spot the tenderfeet were workspots of gold ore. The light was reflected by ing. He looked at the preparations they had
these spots, and it made a regular dazzle for made and nodded approvingly.
He walke<l on to the cave. Pulling the piece
the space of two or three seconds. Then a
of canvas aside, he F.tepped in. Then something
draught of air put out the flame of the match.
"Jingo!" gasped Haggerty. "Who would have happened that he ha ·! not figure.cl on. Two pairs
of hands 9"l'abbed him and hekl him ..powerless.
thought of findin' a cave here, boys?"
"Ha,. ha!" laughe~ a voice which he instantly
The villains were so astonishc-::l that. they hardly could imagine that they were not dreaming. recogmzed as belongmg to Doe Haggerty. "We've
Doc lighted another match. Then he saw a Ian- got yer, Young Wild West!" •
The cold muzzle of a revolver pressed against
tun on the ground, along with some shovels and
hig t_emple, and Wile! kne"'. h_e had been trapped.
picks. He got the lantern and lighted it.
"I reckon we'll hold this place, boys," he said. But mstead of gettmg excited, he remained comThey were all inside the CiVe no,v, and as the para~ively cool. He knew he was in a dangerous
canvas had been drnpped over the entrance, there prechcament, and the only way to get ou.t of it
was small chance of them being, discovered be- was to keep cool and hold his wits. The five
fore morning. • They carried in what they had villains we1·e all at him now, and before he hardbrought with them, and then two of the villains· ly knew it his weapons were taken from him and
were despatched to the camp below to get pails his hands .tied.
'•I knowed we'd git yer, Young Wild West,"
to hold a supply of water, in case they were beseiged. No one i!lterfered with them, and so said Haggerty, as he pushed the muzzle of the
they made all their preparations. A watch was revolver under the boy's nose. "Now then, you
kep1i during the night, but it wa,< not necessary, make one little cry an' it will be your last. We're
for nothing happened to disturb them. The mo- desperate men, we are!"
"All right," was the calm retort. "I shan't
ment it began to grow light Doc Haggerty was
make any cry. I am not a fool. Go ahead with
awake. He quickly roused the others.
They were all soon wide awake, and then the your game."
"Oh, we'll do that fast enough. Boys, a coubreakfast was eaten and swallowed down with
water. Doc took his station at the mouth of the ple of yer go an' git that square post what's
cave. As the villain peered out his gaze fell lyin' down there. I want it ter tie ther boy ter.
upon the place ·where Shotwell and Ti-avers had Huny up, afore some one else comes along."
The Owl and Dockett quickly left the cave.
strnck their gold. They had carried ;,ome logs to
the spot, and one of them had already been set They came back in short order, canying the post
in the ground a few feet from what appea.red to with them. It was probably ten feet in length,
be a deep hole. Becoming curious, Haggerty and just what the leader meant to use it for
none of them knew.
went out and took a look.
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"Tie him ter thel' post, boys," Hagg·erty said,
foT he had conceived a villainous idea to bury
the boy alive. "Tie him so his ]:iead comes close
to ther end of ther post. Hurry up! We ain't
got no time ter lose."
The work was done quickly.
"Now, boys," said Haggerty, "I want tel' t ell
yer somethin'. We're claim-jumpers now. We;.,e
jumped this claim, an' ther ones as had it has
got ter die. Ha, ha, ha!"
He seemed to forget that there was a chance
of some one hearing him, for the villain laughed
loudly.
"We're all ready, Doc," said the Owl, who
stood at one side of the hole, while the other
thTee held the post, with our hero's head pointing downward.
"Let him go, boys !" shouted the lead.er of the
claim jumpers. "If ther end of ther plank sticks
out a little, it will mark ther spot where ther
champion deadshot was buried alive. Down with
him!''
The villains rushed forward with the plank.
The ,vords had scarcely left Haggerty's lips when
a shout was heard close at hand. Crack! Before anv of them had time to see what d irection
it came· from a rifle cracked and the Owl threw
up his hands ~n rl fell headlong into the hole. The
villains let go ot" the plank-or post it might
better have been called-and ran for the cave,
Haggerty leading them by a dozen feet. Luckily for our hero, the post brought up at the
bottom without · giving his head a chance to
strike. Gasping in the throes of death lay the
Owl in a heap, right within a foot ·of the boy's
face.
"Hello!
Look out, Charlie!" Wild shouted.
"They'll shoot you on sight. You've got to get
here without being seen by them."
"All right, Wild," came the reply. "Are yer
all right?"
"Not hurt a bit, Charlie."
"Good! I'll soon have yer. Where are ther
galoots?"
"In the cave."
"What! Well, they'll wish they'd never seen
that cave, I'll bet!"
The scout's voice was getting nea:rer all the
time. Wild knew that he would have a good
chance to creep to the hole without being seen,
and unless the villains took the not.ion to rush
out upon hlm, he would be able to soon liberate
him. But Doc Haggerty and his gang were not
in the mood to come out just then. They had
seen the fate of the Owl, and none of them felt
like going the same way. Charlie soon reached
the edge of the hole. He quickly dropped into it,
. and with two or three strokes of his knife Wild
was liberated from his uncomfortable position.
Up climbed the agile boy. He was just in time
to see Jim Dart and Arietta running around the
1·ocks, each carrying· a rifle.
"Stop where you are.!" he shout-ed. "Don't get
in view of the cave's entrance. You'll be shot
down if you do."
"What is the matter, _Wild?" Arietta asked,
looking very much surprised.
"Well, the bad man and his gang are in our
cave of gold, Et," was the calm retort. "They
caught me, too. They were going to bury me
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alive, a11d they had all but done it when Charlie
came along and popped one of them ove,. 'I'he
rest made for the cave as though theY. thought
their 1ast moment on earth had arrived. But it's
all right. We are going to have a fight for the
caYe of gold, but we'll hold the hill all right.
v ..-e were here first, and it is ours."
The shot had aroused the entire camp, as
might be supposed. Shotwell and Travers wet'e
much agitated, and when they heard what the
tronble was, they were almost ready to give up
in despair.
"Take it easy, boys," Wild said. smiling at
them. "We have got the galo,, ts . They don't
dare to come out of the cave and fight. If they
do, they will drop as fast as raindrops in a summer shower. Thel'e are but four of them. I
reckon we'll hold the hill. Don't worry."
There was such an assuring· way about the
boy that the tenderfeet felt better.
"I don't intend to leave here till the fio;ht is
over," our hero said, turning to his sweetheart.
"Et, you go and get me another rifle-or let ll1\l
have your~. and you go and get another. Fetch
me a revolver, too, and some cartridge;,."
T he girl nodded. and, handing him her rifle,
started away on a run. He now began mo11ing
around among the rocks so he cou1d command a
view of the mouth of the cave witbout being seen
bv the villains in it. Charlie and Jim went with
h1111..
.
.rust 1.hen a rifle shot sounded and a bullet
whi zzed rlo,;e to our hero's head. He had un:
consciously expo ~ed himself for a second, and
the shot was the result. But his eagle eye
ouickl)' .irlancerl along the bane] 0£ the rifle Arietta had given him, and then a sharp report
rang out.
CHAPTER XV.-Conclusion.
It was a man called Jake DQ.cket who had
taken the sl1ot at Young Wild West. But it was
the last effort he ever made, for the bullet from
our hero's rifle st111ck him .. As he rolled over,
the face of Doc Haggerty turned paler than it
had ever been before.
"Boys," said he, looking at Hecker and Dodge,
"we are fightin' fur a cave of gold. Ther hill
must be ours! There ain't no two ways about it.
It must be ours! Now, since we've lost two, we
may as well run ther cha.nee of losin' more. Git
ready ter foller me. We've got ter sneak out
an' shoot 'em when they can't see us. Come on!
There ain't goin' ter be no backin' down now."
The two villains he;;it ated, but the gleam in
the eyes of their leader told them that he was
rendered desperate, and they gave in to him.
Haggerty showed that ~e had quite some grit, or
he ·would .not have undertaken such a thing. He
crept under the piece of canvas and nothing .happened. Encouraged by thi s, his two companions
foliowed. Once out of the cave, they moved to
the left, going as quietly as possible. In about
a minute Hag·gerty found he could see the waiting young deadsh.ot and his pai-tners.
He raised his rifle to his shoulder and took aim.
Crack! It was not his rifle that spoke, but one
from a direction almost opposite.
Haggerty
dropped his rifle and threw up his hantls, and
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llS he fell dead before them his two companions
saw that it was a girl who had fired the shot.
Sure enough, Arietta had appeared just in time
to see thl:! creeping scoundrels, and when she saw
that one of them was going to fire upon her
young lover and his partners she cl:cl not hesitate
to bring him clown with a bullet. Not knowing
what else to do, Dodge and Hecker began shooting as fast as they could. But it did not last
long. Wild raised up and saw them, and then
his rifle cracked twice.
"I reckon that will be about all!" he called out,
as he ran upon a rock and waved his hat. "We
have heh] the hill, all right, and the Cave of Gold
is ours!"
Pretty soon the voice of Hop was heard calling them, and Wild started a1·ound for the camp.
When he got there he saw a crowd of miners at
the foot of the hill. They had heard the shooting
up there and had come to find out what it meant.
The man who had showed himself independent of
the boss bad man the day before no sooner saw
pur hero than he called out:
"Hello, Young Wild West! What's been goin'
on up there? We heard some lively shootin', an'
we didn't know what ter make of it."
"Well, we had a little fight with five galoots,
that's all," was the reply. "It's all over now,
though, and the hill is ours, I reckon."
"Where arc ther galoots as was fightin' with
yer?" came the query.
"They're all dead."
"Was Doc Haggerty one of 'em?"
"Yes, he was one of them."
"I know who ther otners was," spoke up another of the miners. "They was Hecker, Dodge,
ther Owl, an' Jake Dockett."
"Well, I don't know their names, nor I don't
want to," Wild assured him. "If they had any
friends in the camp, and they feel as though
they'd like to bury them, they can come and get
them. The sooner they do it, the better it will
suit us. I want you tct all understand that this
hill is ours, and we are going to hold it as long
as we want to. I suppose you have heard that
the two tenderfeet struck a rich pocket here yesterday. Well, that's correct. There's plenty of
gold in this hill, and we are going to take out
what we want of it before we leave it."
After a while six men came up bearing litters.
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They were not all friends of the dead men, but
they felt it their duty to give them decent burial,
and this they did. From that very minute things
seemed to be different in Gold Grip. The honest
mi11ers there went about their work in a more
cheery manner, while those of a villainous turn
of mind began to think of better things. It is
~tonishing what a change will come over a
crowd when the leader dies, whether he was
liked or only feared.
After they had eaten their breakfast, our
friends went at work gathering the nuge-ets and
lumps of gold ore. By noon they found that
though it might really be called a gold cave, the
gold itself was simply fast to the ceiling in a
scale. When that was all taken down there was
no other evidences of any being there. nut what
they had taken would amount to over a hundred
tho·usand dollars, so it was a pretty nice day's
work, so to speak.
The pocket the two young men had found was
soon exhausted, too, but they got enongh to
make them more than satisfied. Wild had no
doubt that if a shaft was sunk in the hill, and
passages run in all directions, plenty of gold
would be found. Ilut he did not want to go into
any such project as that. Our friends remained
a week in the mining camp, holding the hill
while they were there, and when they got ready
to leave one fine morning the miners were there
to give them a rousing send-off. Then those who
had no claims were going to make a rush for
the hill and stake them out as far as they would
go.
Travers and Shotwell were P-oing to leave that
same clay, and they had already made arrangements to convert the;r gold into cash, for a mining expert had arrived the day following the
fight for the cave of gold, and he put them on
the right track. It seemed that Joseph Hooper
had struck it just right when he bought the
store but Dan Jones was satisfied, for he was
making more money than could be made at the
store. This ends the story of the Fight for the
Cave of Gold. It was but a short fight, but
Young Wild West held the hill, just the same.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S COWBOY AVENGERS; or, ARIETTA
AND THE MUSTANG ROPERS."
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HE publishers of "Moving Picture Stories" have been permitted by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to fictionize
one of their greatest and most celebrated photoplays entitled
''The Affairs of Anatol." It is a great story, fictionized by
one of our best writers, and will interest you more than any story
you have ever read. Do not fail to get a copy of "Moving Picture Stories," No. 450, out today on all news-stands, and read
,
this wonderful story.,
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CURRENT NEWS
WATCH CONTAINS OWN
BATTERY.
An electric motor reduced to such a minute
size that it can be used to operate the works, of
a watch of normal shape, is a recent French invention, described in Popular Mechanics. Beside
the motor, the watch contains a battery, equally
minute, to furnish the necessary current. This
is a liquid battery in a water-tight case, with
partitions, all of an indestructible material. The
motor is only about % inch in diameter, and is
composed of two concentric fields, with an armature mounted between them, all serrated. Its
commutator is in the form of a small cavity which
retains in it, by capillary attraction, one drop of
mercury. What would corres_pond to the brush
of the commutator is a thin metallic pin .that
moves in and out of this <1rop of mercury. There
is, of course, no daily rewinding, and the only
thing that ever requires attention is the battery,
which, it is claimed, would have to be renewed
only once a year.
MOTOR-RUN

THROWS RADIUM AWAY BUT
RECOVERS IT.
Recovery of a tiny tube containing radium valued at $6,000 which had become mixed with bandages in a physician's office and was thrown away,
was announced recently by Arthur Roeder of 58
Pine Street, manager of the Radium Information
Service. Zinc sulphide was used in the search
for the tube, finally found in a cellar fumice.
Dr. W. F. Faison of 45 Glenwood Avenue, Jersey City, used the precious stuff in ti·eating a
patient and thought he had put it away s~fely.
When he looked for it for another patient he
could not find it. Suspecting that it had become
mixed with disca 1·ded bandages, he called for A.
Sti·obel, expert of the Radium Luminous Material
Corporation, at Orang-~.
Strobel sprinkled zinc sulphide all about the
cellar and then turned out the lights. Soon the
watchers saw a small glowing patch among the
ashes in the furnace and found the tube of radium, which, by its action, had caused the zinc
sulphide to become luminous.
DOCTOR

dust storm many miles to the north in Mongolia,
on the border of Siberia. Corroboration of the
fact that quantities of this dust sufficient to impede vessels could be blown as far south as the
·East China and Yellow seas was valuable and
interesting to scientific workers in th.is field all
over the world.
WORLD'S GREATEST FIR TREES FOUND.
An evergreen forest of big fir trees which is in
some l·espects the most remarkable in the world
lies on the west slope of Mount Rainier in the
Rainier National Park. A botanist of the Department of the Interior has just. completed a
survey of the region and his report is inte1·esting.
It describes the trees from the lowland to the
extreme Alpine type. At the western boundary
of the park Doug-las fir reaches its greatest
growth. Trees from twelve to fifteen feet in
diameter form regular groves. In one area of
perhaps an acre there are 250 trees, all of which
measure over ten feet thick. It is almost a solid
cubic acre of wood. Other areas of cedar display large numbers of gigantic size, forming the densest timber growth on the Pacific coast. The
climatic condition accounts for the stupendous
growth of tree life on the slope of the mountain. Great masses of vapor from the ocean
mov-e- eastward and strike the big mountain of
snow and immediately condenses into snow and
rain., keeping the earth constantly moist during
an unm1ually long, growing period. It is believed
other areas of still larger trees may be discov~
ered in the next survey.

PA TIE NT RETURNS $120,000.
Strains of familiar hymns floating through the
open windows of the Church of the Covenant on
Sunday morning in Cincinnati were heard by
Berger T. Jaeger, former sti·eet railway official
of Minneapolis, when he was in his room in an
Eighth Street boarding house a few doors away
and caused him to take the first step to make
amends for his theft of $120,000 in securities
from the street railway company at 'Minneapolis.
Jaeger was arrested in Cincinnati and taken
back to Minneapolis. The circumstances of his
A DUST, STORM AT . SEA.
Recently one -of our American merchant ves- arrest and his confession when conversing with
sels, the Santa Rosalia, sent in thr.ee successive the Rev. Frank H. Stevenson, pastor of the
reports to the Weather Bm·eau of the United church, more than a week ago, were not revealed
States Department of Agriculture or its trip by the Rev. Mr. Stevenson until after he learned
from Karatsu, Japan, to Taku, China, and thence that Jaeger had reached Minneapolis.
To the clergyman Jaeger had admitted his
to SJ,anghai, en route to Port Townsend. Accompanying its May report was a small envelope identity and a few of the facts of the theft and
full of fine yellowish gray dust gattiered up from had asked the minister to mail a letter written
by Jaeger to the President of the street rnilway
the decks where it had fallen.
A note on the subject explained that the air company.
In this letter Jaeger declared he had become
was so full of the dust that sailing was hazard·
ous, owing to impaired visibility. This was on converted to Christianity and, desiring. to make
April 13, in latitude 37 deg. 25 min. N., longi- amends, would return without extradition papers
tude-122 deg. 50 min, E., a point in the Yellow to Minneapolis to face trial.
Sea near Port Arthur, on the peninsula now , He promised to retm·n the securities and alsomortgage his home to refund the money he ha'd
called Chosen, forll}erly Corea.
lnve,:tigation revealed that the same week spent out of $5,000 in cash which he had taken
there had been a violent continental cyclone or when he disappeared last February.
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Six Silver Stars
-OR-

TH£ BOY TREASURE HUNTERS OF
YUCATAN
By DICK ELLISON
CHAPTER VIII.-(Continue<l.) .
"Fight it shall be," replied AL "I am determined never to give up the six silver stars, but
let me tell you something; if Tony is bound to
learn whoever possesses the six star symbol the
Professor may find himself in the soup should
Tonv discover that he hasn't got it."
There was that side to it too, but the boys
could only wait and hope ..
Night came. The hammocks were swung.
Somebody had to watch, and Al declared that
he prefel'l'ed to be the somebody.
Oliver was just getting ready to lie down when
they caught a flash of light along the water.
Running to the river they saw a canoe propelled by a single man cob1ing down.
"T11e Professor!" cried Oliver. "Get your gun,
Al!"
Al got the gun, and the boys stood by the
river's cd,.,.e watching the lantern, which hung
ove1· the b~w of the canoe. In a few minutes it
had appeared near enough to show them that the
person, who was doing the paddling, was naked
so they knew it could not be the Professor.
"Tony, surest thing!" exclaimed Al. "It's like
I tol<l you, Oliver. He'll follow the six silver
stars."
"Keep cool," said Oliver. "Don't let him think
for an instant that we are in the least bit afraid
of him."
"That's what. Trust me."
As the canoe dre>Y nearer Tony suddenly spying the boys stopped his paddle and threw up
both his hands.
Al covered him with the rifle, but the Indian
never flinched.
"Oh, if we could only speak Spanish," sighed
Oliver.
"We s}1all have to do the best we can," replied
Al. "Here he comes."
Tony paddled ashore, and having secured the
canoe, got out.
"Six stars," he said, .and repeated: "Six stars."
Al took the rod from Oliver and producing
the stars one at a time fitted them in place, then
waving the hand at the Indian, who dropped on
his knees, crawled up to where Al stood and
kissed his feet.
"Eada man! Bada man!" he muttered. "No
bueno man, si senor. He takee life bueno man!"
"\Vhere bada man!" cried Al, and Tony still
crouching spread out his hands and shook his
head, which seemed to say, "Anywhere; I don't
know."
After that he got up, went to the canoe, and
brought back Al's and Oliver's money belts with
the gold in them intact as far as they could judge
without counting it.
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"They must have killed the Professor!" said
Al.
"He deserves what he got," replied Oliver.
"But see, Tony is beckoning and pointing to the
canoe; we may as well get aboard for we seem to
have the upper hand of him now."
It was so.
The triumph of the boys was complete.
Now as to what immediately followed we propose to ·pass over it briefly, thus allowing ourserves space for matters of greater interest.
The boys loaded what stuff they had left on
board the canoe and Tony paddled up the river
for some three hours, coming at last to a small
Indian village at the foot of the mountain range.
Next day the boys saw that it was at the edge of
a partially cleared country, where there were
hemp fields and other things growing.
Here they were kindly received by an old chief,
who addessed them in good Engli~h as follows:
"Welcome, possessor of the six silver stars, go
freely on your way. Eat, drink, sleep in peace
and safety. Have no fear."
"Thank you," replied Al. "Do you wish to seethe six silver stars'!"
"Not now. Later when we are alone," was the
reply.
He conduc-ted the boys to a good hut, where
supper was -served and theil' hammocks swung.
Later the old Indian came with Tony asking to
see the six star symbol.
Al fixed it up for him, and he joined 'Tony in
.
groveling at Al's feet.
When this was over Al asked why they did
this.
"It is a matter of the old religion. I must say
no more," was the reply.
"Where is the man who was with ui,?" asked
Al.
"I don't know who you mean."
"Are you the chief?"
"Yes."
"How is it you speak English."
"We all speuk English here. This country belongs to British Honduras, not to Mexico. I
learned to speak English in Belize."
"Ask Tony for me what became of the Professor."
The two Indians spoke earnestly in Maya for
a few minutes when the old chief looking grave
said:
"That is a very bad man you ask about. He
deceived Tony. You will never see him again."
"Is he dead?" persisted Al.
"I must not answer. It is enough for you to
know that you will never see him again."
And wit4 that the boys had to rest satisfied.
That night they slept in peace.
Next mon1ing Tony took them to a large hut
at some distance from the others where they·
found Diego and all their belongings.
Six stout mules were then produced and the
goods loaded on two of them.
This done Diego departed and presently returned with a handsome young Indian scarcely
.
older than themselves.
He bowed politely and said in English:
"I am Harry. I am to take Diego's place. It
is necessary that some one should speak your
language."
(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
DYING MAN PARDONED .
chapters, 31,1 ~3 verses, and a total of 773,692
The Old Testament conBecause physicians reported that Frank Shank, w~rds, approximatel y.
929 chapte1:s, 23,214 verses, and
a Sing Sing prisoner, could not recover from tams 3~ books,
592,239 words, while in the New
heart trouble he was pardoned by Acting Gov- approximatel y
are 27 books, 260 chapters, 7,ernor vVood and removed to his home in New Testament th€re
words, app roximately.
York. This was the first pardon received at the 959 . verses, and 181,253we get the tot!11 given.
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that
said
He
he was found in a hospital.
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that a man can reatl
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ernor, on recommendat ion of Dr. Amos 0. Squire, ab_l)'. more. I ".'1s,
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head prison physician, took a few weeks off cnt1cally, that
is slow readShank's sentence so that lie would not have to 1:t least_ 60 words a mmute. Thathour. Sul)n<Jse
die in prison. Shank is not expected to live more mg, bemg only 3,600 words an
a !;Ian sh_ould devote an hour a day te the Bible.
than a few days.
. At this rate,. he would read 108,000 words in
thll'ty days, or m a month's time. At this rate
he would read the Old Testament in less than tw;
. GERMAN CASUALTIE S.
month~. The whole Bible could be read in less
were
war
great
Germany's casuaJties in the
eight months by devoting simply one hour
tha:n
BainS.
William
placed at 6,888,982 by Dr.
each day. Yet there are few persons outit
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azines. The German losses were divided as folLATEST ISSUES
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READING THE BIBLE.
"Did you ever figure out how long it would
take you to read the Bible?" asked an observant
man. "Well, you would be surprised to know
in what a short space of time you could finish
the .lirlst chapter of the Holy Book. Of course
there are men and women who read without
knowing anything about what they read. They
are the class of persons who never get lasting
imp1·essions from the book. They may pick out
one or two chapters, but when it comes to the
various phases of the story, they do not remember it. This is due largely to a sort of unconscious bias which the reader shows for one character or another, or to an abnormal sympathy for
some of the silent actors in the plot. But there
are persons on the other hand who read critically, and who can talk about the book they have
read when they come to lay it aside. Readers
of this latter kind will be considered in the calculatis>n which follows:
"There are in the Old and New Testaments
combined a total of 66 books, containing 1,189
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The Renegade' s Fate.
By KIT CLYDE.
"Then you will not listen to roe?"
"No. I believe you to be a wicked roan, and I
will never consent to sacrifice my child to such
as you."
"But if she loves me?"
"She does not--she cannot! She knows your
evil reputation, and her heart is another's."
"I will wait. She loves me, and will be· mine.
I am sure of it."
"Never! And now, as we have already prolonged this meeting beyond reason, go, and never
speak to me on the subject again."
"Very well, Giles Raynor, I shall not. I shall
speak to your daughter instead."
"Do so at your peril, Tom Walden! Now,
~o!"
"Good-morni ng, Fa'l:'mer Raynor, and a better
temper to you when we meet again."
The man whose suit had been refused went
away with a smile upon his dark face, and without the least threa_t against his rival, or the
man who had given him his dismissal, nor the
least suggestion that he meant otherwise than
to honest1y win the girl whom he professed to
love.
Giles Raynor was a settler in the far Northwest, and a man of importance in the little town
which he had founded.
Tom Walden had come among the. settlers
. within a year, and had affected a great liking
for Grace Raynor, the farmer's daughter, and
had asked for he1· hand in marriage.
Welden claimed to be a lumberman, but there
were those who said that he had come into this
lonely region to get ahead of an evil reputation,
and although he might be what he avowed, he
was no honest man seeking to make a living in
these wilds.
It was said, although not too openly, that Tom
Walden was a gambler and a thief; that he had
fled to escape punishment for his crimes, and
that even now, in his new home, he was not above
suspicion, and that many had been made victimis
of his unscrupulous methods.
Grace Raynor had expressed an open dislike
to )tlm, and was reported to be engaged to marry
Jack Woodson, an honest young fellow at work
in the sawmill in town, the only support of a
widowed mother, and as free-hearted, gene1·oushanded a young man as one could meet.
No one knew definitely if the young people
were engaged, for they kept their own counsel,
and when slyly questioned about the matter replied that people would know all about it as soon
as it became necessary for them to do so.
Tom Walden left the farmer's house, ostensibly to go to work in the woods, and Giles Raynor
-gave little thought to him, having other matters
to -occupy his mind.
He left his daughter to look after the house,
as usual, when he went into the fields, saying
nothing to her about Walden's proposal, not
deeming it necessary to worry her.
When he came home at noon his wife said that
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Grace had gone to another town to make some
purchases, being unable to obtain what she
wanted in their own village, expecting to return
by the middle of the afternoon.
When evening came she had not returned, and
the farmer began to feel a vague alarm concerning her, although Walden had uttered no threats
against her, or any one in whom she was inter~
ested.
At nightfall a boy brought a note to the
farmer, saying that it had been given him by a
a woman closely veiled, an hour before, on the
extreme veTge of the town.
The note read as follows:
"Dear Father: I have gone away with the
man I love-Tom Walden. Do not pursue us, for
we will not be brought back alive. By the time
you receive this we will be manied.
"GRACE."
The farmer handed the note fo his wife, his
face expressing the astonishment he felt.
"It is not true," said Mrs. Raynor. "Grace
told me only this noon that-she loved Jack Woodson, and that they intended to be marri.ed in the
fall, but that they did not want it generally
known just yet."
"Then this scoundrel Wal den has carried her
off!" cried the farmer.
"Grace never wrote. that letteT," said his wife;~ _
"She is a truthful girl, and has told me often
that she never loved any one but Jack, and today, as I told you, she said that she and Jack
had fixed on the day for their wedding."
The farmer took the note, put on his glasses,
and read it again, more carefully.
"lt's•her handwriting, as sure as I sit here,"
he said, "but that scoundrel has made her ·write
it, and has carried her off."
"Grace would die sooner than write a !iG," said
the mother.
At that moment Jack Woodson entered the
room.
"Where is Grace? What is this story I hear?"
he ·asked excitedly.
The farmer handed him the note, which he
read hurriedly, and then tossed upon the floor.
"l~'s a lie! a false, cruel lie!" he cried. "My
darlmg never wrote that-never could write it.
It's the work of that villain, Walden. Do you
know what I have just heard? Tom Walden was
arrested on a charge of forgery in Chicago-would have gone to prison, for his conviction
was certain, but jumped his bail, and fled. His
name is not Wal den at all. There is a man at
the hotel who knows all about him, and described
him this very hour. Mo1·e than that, there is an
old indictment against him in New York for
murder. The plea was self-defence, and the
case never came to trial. Now they have new
evidence that he deliberately murdered the man.
He was then known as Tom Weldon, My Grace
run away with a man like that I Neve!'! He
has carried her off, and has written this note
himself to deceive us. He has stolen her but
I will pursue him and bring her back, if I 'have
to kill him to do it!"
Then, without further words, he rushed from
the house into the darkness.
The next morning he had disappeared, and no
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"No," said the Indian. "Not while white flower
one knew where he had gone, nor for months did
the settlers hear tidings of him or of Grace or stay Young Elk be friend to white I woman; bad
paleface shall not strike."
of Tom Walden.
"Thank you, my friend, but I fear him not,"
In one of the wildest parts of the Northwest
said Grace.
woods an Indian village had been built.
"I will conque1· you yet!" hissed the renegade,
There were no white settlers within many
miles, and the tribe was said to be a peaceful one, · as he rushed from the lodge, the Indian boy havnever going on the warpath, and always treating ing stepped aside.
As soon as Walden had gone, Grace left the
with kindness th e few stTaggling whites who
lodge and hurried into the forest, where she ran
made their way mto the wilderness.
In one of the la1·ger lodges of the vilhge, one on till she reached a pool of water which made
pleasant afternoon in the late autumn, were a its way swiftly into a cave amid the great ledges
man of about forty and a girl not much over of rock.
The spot was at some distance from the viltwenty.
The girl's complaxion was fair, and she had lage, the trees grew thick and high, and the path
none of the characteristics of the Indian, al- between them was narrow and winding, and easily lost; but the girl had evidently been there bethough drE:ssed like one.
The man was tall and swarthy, with long, fore, for when she reached the opening in front
black hair, which hung straight down upon his of the pool she looked around her with an . air
broad shoulders, his face was cruel and crafty, of .:;ecurity.
Walden, leaving the lodge, went to the chiefs,
and his every look was e vil.
He was dressed in half savage, half civilized whom he found gathered in -council.
style, wearing a fur cap, an embroidered hunt"Who is Young Elk?" demanded Walden.
ing-shirt of buckskin, woolen trousers, heavy
"He is my kinsman," said one of the chiefs.
a
thrust
were
which
in
sash
red
boots, and a
"He is a meddler!" snarled the renegade. "I
brace of pistols and a knife.
will kill him if he does not take care!"
sat
who
girl
the
to
"See here, Grace," he said
"False Heart li r- ,, he has told us crooked
before him on a low couch of skins, "I haven't tales of the paleface, he is a bad man. He
be
must
brought you here for nothing, and you
would make us go on the warpath when the
my wife."
whites have not wronged us. It is he who will
"Never, Tom \,Valden, or whatever your evil have to take care lest Young Elk kill him."
name is," said the girl. "Far from home and
Inflamed wi~h rage, Walden left the council
friends, among these wild and savage men, less and hurried into the fore st. As he hurried along
pitiless than you are, I can still defy you. I will the narrow path he was followed by Young Elk.
never be your w i..'e."
Reaching the opening, \Vaiden found Grace
"These people are my allies," said ·walden. upon her knees at the edge of the pool. "I can"I have inflamed them again;;t the whites, and not bear to lea,·e this bright world," she murthey are ready to go on the warpath if I bid mured, "but I could not bear the disgrace, the
them. They will kill you as soon as any one, if I shame of being that man's wife! Oh! why is
give the w-ord, and I will if you do not consent there no one to help me?"
t~··
"Die, if you will have it so!" cried the rene"Neve1· !" cried Gr ace, springing to her feet. gade, raising his hand to strike.
,ic"I doubt not that you have told many lies to
Upon the instant, the young Indian who had
count for my disappearance, s ince you dragged been trailing him, sprang forward, seized · the
me from my home by your baseness. You aTe renegade by the throat and hurled him into the
false enough to make war against your own peo- pool.
ple, but I do not fear you, no matter what you
"Grace, my darling!" he cried, taking the girl
threaten. Kill me, if you will, and release me
in his strong grasp and drawing her away. ·
from my misery!"
"Jack! You!" she cried. "Then you are Young
"I've a mind to take you at your word!" cried
Walden, seizing the girl by the wrist and rais- Elk?"
"No; he is my friend. He it was who found
ing his knife as if t o strike.
The maiden never flinched; but at that moment you he1·e in the village, and told me, and none
an Indian youth sprang into the lodg;e and threw too soon. I have sought you in many places.
The Indian boy who gave your father the letter
himself between the renegade and the girl.
"White man no strike the white fl.owed" he forged by Walden confessed that the villain had
taken you to some tribe far ·away, and I began
cried.
"\Vho are you?" growled the man, looking fix- · my search. I went from tribe to tribe. find ing
you not, and at last met Young Elk, whose life
edly at the youth.
"Me Young Elk. l\fo live far off, me come to I saved. He went with me from village to village, making inquiries, and here at last he. found
village, me have friend."
"Well, Ml'. Young Elk, this is my squaw, and you. But what has become of that scoundrel?"
"The strong current must have carried him
you will take yourself off and mind your-,- -"
"Paleface lie! The white flower is not his into yonder cave," said Grace. "The Indians say
the stream never issues for th after leaving the
sr:uaw!" the young Indian replied.
light."
"Get out of here!" hissed the renegade.
"Then the scoundrel has met his just reward
"No! Young Elk stay. White flower need
for all his crimes," said Jack.
friend. Me be her friend."
It is needless to say that Grace's parents were
"Blame you!" hissed Walden. "We'll see if
any mere boy can defy me! Out of the way, overjoyed at her return, and on the appointed
day Jack and Grace became man and wife.
dog! 11
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TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
liln1'le Cople• ............ . .. .l'o~uta;e .1:'rce....
Ont, Coµy 'l'hr~·c :Uolltlu...
••
"
One <-oi,y ~ix )lo11tl11t... ...
One (.:"u1JJ' ii)n• \:car.......

now TO si,;i,..o
l\lvuey 01·ocr, Clh·d.;:

JIOl\'r,a·-At

..

'1

our

risk

c,nts

.01

.90 Cents
$l."i5
3.58

••..

~entl

r.

O.

l,_;1:--.U·1· .. •d L1 t t< r; n•witrantes in
any otht·r way are at J uur risk. "'c ucce1tt ro!llilJa
~tumvs the sa111t~ a~ ,•:t::i,U. \\'lH~11 t,eud111a- ~un~r 1\·rup tfio
l.:oi,l iu u !i\:LJ:.uul~ vicct:· or p;, IJl~l' to a ;uh.I cutt1aK the
01·

t~l

~uvelvve. Writ• ,our uaru,• ttu<.I a<.1<.lte~s pluinly .
11 i-~:s:i
1ett1n·s to

.Ad-

HARRY E. WOLI<'F, Publlis.her
loo West 23,I St., New Yerk

ITEMS OF INTEREST,
OSTRICH ROARS LIKE LION.
A lecture!' at the London "Zoo" said that vel'y
few people knew that an ostrich r"oal'ed. The
roars of an ostrich and a lion were so alike, says
the Scientific American, that Dr. Livingstone
could never distinguish the difference, save by
the fact that the bird roared by day and the lion
by night.
WHALE HITS STATEN ISLAND.
A young whale, measuring 18 feet, was pulled
ashore at Midland Beach, S. I., recently by Wash
Lane, proprietor of the Midland Beach Hotel, after it had been stl'anded on a shoal by George
Rand, his night watchman.
Soon after jt was towed ashore the whale died,
and its captors, fearing to run afoul of the
Health Department, carried it to S·winburne Island, where they hope to salvage its bone and
oil, which they estimate are worth about $1,500.
It was the 'fil'st whale landed at Staten Island in
the recollection of old mariners, and large crowds
who had heard the news of its arrival went down
in the afternoon to see the visitor, but were disappointed when they found it had been removed.

-

SWEET

THIS GUN WILL SHOOT FIVE
TONS 300 MILES.
"This gun will put an end _to wars. It w~ll
make war too terrible for nations to eni.age m
it." Such was Dr. Millel· Reese Hutchinson's
claim for a new weapon he exhibited at a tent
the other afternoon in the Woolworth Building.
It is said of this gun that it can hurl a fiveton projectile from ZU0 to 300 miles at an initial
velocity of from one to five mJes a second . The
assel'tion is made that the weapon has a val'iety
of commercial uses, one of which is underwater
rivetting. It is noiseless and smokeless.
Its demonstl'ation was made in connection with
the announcement of Miller-Reese-Hutchinson,
Inc., a concern whose purpose is to aid invento!·s.
Among the directol's of the company, of which
Mr. Hutchinson is the head, are Hudson Maxim,
inventor of smokeless powder; Sir Edgal' Raase
Jones, M. P ., the European director; Rear Admiral Samuel N. McGowan, U. S. N., retired;
William M. Williams, former Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, and many engineers, scientists
and business men.
CLAIMS
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POTATOES FOR THE CANDY
MANUFACTURER.
By a roundabout process the sweet potato is
to be turned into an important raw material for
the candy .maker. The succulent Southern tuber
is, of course, first turned into syrup and the
candy follows in due course; for, contrary to the
usual belief, not all candy is made from sugar,
syrups forming an appreciable part o:1'. the supplies. The increased use of the sweet potato will
be a boon to the not too prosperous Southern
farmer as it will enable him to diversify and rotate his crops, and if the cotton or tobacco crop
is bad will tend to equalize the losses, for sweet
potatoes are easily grown. The molasses factory
will take the "sweets" and turn them into syrup,
giving the farmer a much higher profit from his
crop. The factories will be located in sections
where the sweet potato is most easily grown,
and this will give the farmers of those sections
a new line of profitable agricultural endeavor.

LAUGHS
"There's no coal left in the eellar, ma'am."
"Why didn't you tell me before, Mary?" "Because there was some, ma'am."
"Weren't you fired by the enthusiasm at the
baseball game?" "Nope, I was fired by the boss."
The Prisoner-There goes my hat. Shall I run
after it? Policeman Casey-Phwat? Run away
and never come back again? You stand here and
1·11 run after your hat.
.

------

,

Reed-Did you hear about my neighbor losing
control of his automobile? Greene--No, I didn't.
"Well, he did. The sheriff's got it now."
"What al'e you crying for?" "The teacher
licked me fo-for something I did-didn't do!"
"Something you didn't do!
What was it?"
"M-m-my lessons!"
Little Girl-Oh, mamma, you'll have to send
dat new nul'Se off. She's awfll'l wicked! Mamma
-Horrors! wtat does she do? Little Girl-She
tells us Bible stories on week days.
"That husband of mine has gone too far."
"Wllat's the trouble now?" "Why, last night he
actually complained that my mustard plasters
were not as hot as those his mother used to
make."
"Job was supposed to
remarked the Obse1·ver
"but we never heard of
ing to get a live eel off

be a most patient man,"
of Events and Things,
any one seeing him trya fishhook."

Customer (in grocery store picking away at
the raisin-box)-What are these raisins worth,
boy?
Boy-Fi'cen'ts.
Customer-What! only
five cents a pound? Boy-No; fi' cents fer wot
you've eat.,

•
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THE .NEW S IN SHORT ARTICLES
POKER , BEER AND KISSIN G.
Dancing , smoking and the use of rouge are not
"signs of a ·decaden t womanh ood." Present day
criticism of collegiat e students ' "immorD.lity" is
unjustifi ed. Water, milk and beer are the most
popular drinks. Basketba ll, handball and poker
are the favorite indoor sports.
A tabulatio n of the vote of the senior class of
Columbi a College on a long list of question s revealed these opinions as the prevailin g sentiments.
Fifty-fiv e of the men "approv e" kissing and
twelve of them oppose it. Fifty of ~hem "indulge" in kissing and eighteen answere d that they
did not do so. Thirty-e ight of the seniors admitted they "still enjoyed a ddnk" and twentytwo said they were "off the stuff."
The question , "Are the girls on the campus a
disturbin g· factor?" elicited thil'ty-si x negative
replies to thirty-fiv e affirmati ve answers. The
"city environm ents" of New York, accordin g to
forty of the students , "impairs " college life, but
twenty member s of the class do not consider
Columbi a's geograp hical situation detrimen tal.
PHYSIC IAN'S WIFE IS LUCKY .
Securitie s valued at $26,000 we1·e lost the other
day by Mrs. Edwin Carman who was acquitted
of a ch?.rge of killing Mrs. Louise-B ailey on June
30, 1915, in the office of Dr. Edwin Carman, her
husband , in Freepor t, L. I.
The securitie s were lost while Mrs. Carman
w::,.s riding with her husband in an automob ile,
she having drawn them from the First Nationa l
Bank. They belonged to her father, Platt Conklin, a retired manufac turer, to whom she was taking them. Among them were $1,800 worth of
Liberty bonds.
The loss was discover ed during a stop on Main
Street. The police were immedia tely notified. An
alarm was sent out to neighbo ring towns, and to
New York.
Meanwh ile Franklin Bedell of the Street
Cleaning Departm ent had swept the three envelopes into his shovel and dumped them into his
refuse wagon without paying particul ar attention to them. He heard of the Carman loss and
searched th1·ough the refuse when he -got to the
dump. There he found the envelope s and turned
them ovel· to the police who restored them to
Mrs. Carman.
BEES PAY THEIR COLLEG E DUES.
A large area of burnt-ov er land, long ago devastated by forest fire, is being turned into honey
by two universi ty girls, Harriet Fulle1· and Ragna Carlson., o.f Seattle.
Th~y began ope~·ation about May 1, when they
surprise d the natives around by arriving with
two t~ucks loaded with hives of bees, which they
deposite d at the foot of Longspu r Hill, Nisqually, Wash., and the old abandon ed cabin was made
.
tenable.
. Th_e big secret of the honey making business
hes m the vast acreage of ftre-weed which in-

variably springs up in the track of forest fires
and is one of the best honey yielding plants in
the Northwe st.
There are great burned-off areas here studded
with charred, spike-br nnched trees and second
growth hemlock, choked with the fhe-weed ,
which stands about 3 feet high and bears long
spikes of b;-illiant crimson pink flowers.
From experim ents maBe by the Agricult ural
Departm ent last year a single colony of bees has
been found to gather 500 pounds of honey from
this species of plant.
The girls have invested in 100 hives of bees
and they plan to sell enough honey this fall to
pay their expenses through the remainin g three
· years at the universi ty. Their apiary is seven
miles from this village and the land is sparsely
settled, but the young women are used to pioneer
life. They estimate a yield of 4,000 pounds of
honey this year.
------SHARK FISHER IES IN NORTH PACIFIC .
With the supply of raw material unlimite d, an
industry new to this country is flouri shing at
Parker Island, between Galiano and Mayne
.islands, in the Gulf of Georgia. It is the business of catching sha1·ks, and a week's catch at
the beginnin g of May ran to-eighty , with an average weight of over a ton each.
Nels on MacDon ald, of Victoria, B. C., who op~rated the first shark-c::i,tching machinei -y on the
island, decla_res the_re w11l never be a shortage , as
there are millions m the wat ers surround ing- the
island. "In fact, the furth er north you go the
more sharks you will find, and from here to
Alaska are their feeding grounds, " Mr. MacDonald said. "Taking them from the bottom of
the se11 is automati c. Norway h a s a hundred of
such industrie s. The only re~l hook for catching
them, which works on a swivel, comes from there,
and the so-called cod-liver oil, which invades the
markets of the world, is rcallv shark-liv er oil
'
•
manufac tured in No1""vay."
Nothing is wastecr in a shark plant. -There is
no finer fi sh meat than that made from the
b?dies o~ the sharks. As a fertilizer it is superior to aog-fi.sh. The head of the shark is full
of glue of a highly valuable qualitv, and the fins
are a much ~rized Chinese food delicacy, Ori€rttal s here paymg as much as $3 a pound for it.
l'he liver content runs from 60 to 70 per cent. of
finest oil, of which about 10 per ce11t. is glycerine .
Shark's teeth are in demand in many parts o-f
the world and fetch a high price for the manufacture of ornamen ts. What bones thern are and
they are few,· go into the fertilize r part of the
industry .
'.l'he gre~test int_erest in this new industry is
bemg mamfest ed m the manufac ture of hides.
Several America n compani es have been formed
and much res_earch work is being done at present.
The shark hides run from an inch in thicknes s
to the consisten cy of paper in the baby shark.
In Seatt.le _th~y are manufac turing hip boots
from shark hides and they are declared to .be
complete ly waterpro of.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
OSAGE INDIANS ALL MADE RICH.
Sale at auction of thirty thousand acres of
Osage Indian reservation oil lands near Tulsa,
Okla., for $4,500,000, plus a bonus of one-sixth
of the oil produced from the land, was approved
the other day by the Interior Department.
The land went to oil operators, and approximately 2,000 members of the Osage ti·ibe participate in the procee~ of the sale. It was estimated each would receive an annual income of
$10,000, and the Osage Indians become the richest people in the world per capita.
WHEN
ONLY
INJURIOUS
ABUSED.
It may interest those now engaged in the antitobacco crusade to read the report made by Drs.
W. J. Gies, M. Cahn and 0. V. Limerick to the
New Yo1·k Medical Journa-1 on their exhaustive
study of the effects of tobacco on man. They
assert that its habitual Ul:'e is not harmful to
adults, but that, on the contrary, it is distinctly
beneficial to certain types.
As for the habitually excessive use of tobacco,
they say it may prove harmful to certain types
of indiyiduals, but that this is true of many other
things, including all foods, when habitually taken
to excess.
In certain diseases of the nerves and blood vessels tobacco may do harm, and its habitual use
by juveniles is always harmful. But they assert
that tobacco is not a cause of disease of either
mind or body.
TOBACCO

WHEN I THROW A BALL INTO THE AIR
WHILE WALKING, WHY DOES IT
FOLLOW ME?
When you throw a ball into the air when moving your body forward or backward, either slowly
or fast, the ball partakes of two motions-the
one upward and the forward or backward motion
of your body. The ball possessed the motion of
your body before it left your hand to go up into
the air because your body was moving before you
threw it up, and the ball was a part of you at
the time.
If you are moving forward up to the time you
throw the ball into the air and stop as soon as
you let go of the ball, it will fall at some distance from you. Also if you throw the ball up
from a standing position and move forward as
soon as the ball leaves your hand the ball will
fall behind you, provided you actually threw it
straight.
Of course, you know that the earth is moving
many miles per hour on its axis and that when
you throw a ball straight into the air from a
standing position, the earth and yourself as well
as the ball move with the earth a long distance
before the ball comes down again. The relative
position is, however, the same. We get our sense
of motion by a comparison with other objects.
If you are in a train that is moving swiftly and
nnther train goes by in the opposite· direction'
moving just as fast, you seem to b0 going twice

as fast as you really a1·e. If the train on the
other track, however, is going at the same rate ~
you are, you will appear to be standing still.
Going back to the ball again, you will find
that it always partakes of the motion of the body ·
holding it in addition to the motion given when
it is thrown up.-Book of Wonders.
WITH
AUTOMOBILE
TIIE
CHICKEN WIRE.
Chicken wire laid over deep and shifting sand
provides almost perfect traction for the automobile, according to a San Francisco motorist who
demonstrated the value of chicken wire for this
purpose ove1· a sandy ~tretch that otherwise
could not have been negotiated.
A seven-pa~senger car was driven into deep
sand until it would not move forward another
inch. A roll of chicken wire was unwound and
one end placed under the rear wheels. The- car
was then easily backed out of the sand. To
drive forward in sand it is necessary to spread
the wire in front of the car so that the rear
wheels will have traction the moment they touch
the sand. The wire must be at least two feet
wider than the di,;tance between the right and
left wheels. The longer the roll the farther the
car can be driven · over sand without going
through the operation of shifting the wire from
back to front of the car.
Members of the party that witnessed the demonstration expressed the opinion that no tourist
traveling any distance where he was likely to get
stuck in 1.0ft sand or mud could afford to be
without chicken wire in his equipment. The best
size and method recommended is a piece of wire
about three or four feet wider than the car and
two or more times the wheel base. · On account
of the extreme flexibility of ordinary chicken
wire, a piece this size could be folded once or
twice and then rolled up. In this form it could
be conveniently carried. When needed it would
save much hard work and grief, and might well
repay the owner of the car for the cost of getting
it and the trouble of finding space and carryii1g it.
HELPING

TWELVE BOOKS FR.EE
'l'hese beuutifu l Little Movie ~lirro1· Hooks-ea h
a se[)urate volume on a single star-will ue se'icit
absolutely fr,ee to you for thl'ee six-wonths suoscriptious to lh!s nrngazine.
'.l'he set i~clu<le;q books .on Lillian Gish, Hue .Mnr-

x-ay, Dorald1na. Corinne Griffith, Viola Dana., Colleen
)h,ore, Harriet lfamn1ond, \Vesley Barry lVn1 8
~urt, Ben Tur1,i11, \Vallace Reid, Bert Lytell · ali

packed tu a lmnllsome, compact leatherette liu'rary
case. Each book contains pictures, stories and personnt letters from these stars, besides tine tourcolor covers, and peo-aucl-ink sketches on the back
cover 'rhrec 0-months subscriptions at $1.75 each
or $5.2::i in all. and you get Tl!~ Little Movie 1,f!;ror
Books-a $1.25 vnlue--,ibsolutely free.

HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23d St., New York

A GAS
ATTACK ON
DESTRUCTIVE
BUGS.
deadly
The
fumes of hydrocyanic acid gas
are used in eraobjecdicating
tionable bugi:; and
fungi from citrus
fruit trees. As
of
couple
a
whiffs of this ga,;
spell sure death
to the workme ,
g-reat cal'e ha~ t)
be exercised in
the
t r e a t in g
trees. A graduated scale is so
painted on th<)
outside of the
canva~ bag that
is employed fJ:·
the administering
of the gas, and
that forms the
subject of the accompanying view,
as to indicate
how much gas is
required for any
A,;
given tree.
the canva::; bag if.
placed over the
tree, the gradu ·
ated i-cale indicates the size of
the tree; and by
subsequent refer·
ence to the poison record on tha
automatic engine
which makes and
the
distributes
gas, the atten
dant can accurately determine
exactly how much
to
gas
poison
give each tree.
treatment
The
occurs in the late
and
afternoon
the canvas bag is
wrapped around
each tree in turn
for a pel'iod of
minutes,
forty
which is considered ample time
to gas the unde-sh-able bugs and
growths.

The biggest wat<h offer e,er made-NO UED TAPE-NO WAITING. s,moly Sl'nd $2 and receive the watch. li.,ull srvt'n-jcweled Elgin,
12 !iiZO, thin modt!l.
1n stylbh oclB!tOO case, guaranteed 20 yeau.

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
You rarry the wat('h for ::lO cl:\~-you tnkl' nf) ,·hanN-~. H not
satlsta1:tory your tlei,os1t is returned to yau. You do uoL risk a. peuny.

.

$2 A MONTH
Se-ntl only $:! .11.n<l tlrn watch rr,,nes to you <'har~e, paid. Pay the
ba1arn·<' $2 :i monlh for 10 months. Price only ~:!2.
FREE CATALOG-lllustraW~ and describl's over 2,000 Items

dlamoud•, watclles and jewelry. Send tor it. DoJ)t. Hl.

i

OJI! BOY
.J11:,:;1 what you want.
lJnYP Lot~ of fun .
!'lay all latesl songs.
l·\,ol .vo,,,. fril'rn ls.
Imitate Jtircls. You
cau <lo oil !his with
...;..
ml
o u r w o n cl e r f u I
& I fl · ._.. "
"Sll\IPLE:X FLl:TE." AnyonP cuo pluy it.
~

a ....._

., . --~... ,
• - --..
,.~

J()c- s .KND-lOc

PIHCS'J'O NO \ "ET:J'Y CO.
Don't rleln:v.
Dept A, l\Jill<•1·.!\,,it1e,, Pa.

OBACCO,

Send To-day

For the Most Fasclnatin1
Ga.mo of the A1e.
A p1wals to yo 1111: or old

-the new came ovrry one
is cra7.y about-none ao
almple or as fascluatln1:.
Carry it in your pocket
and you'll ,rlsh to play
night amt dtl.y.
100.sy to 11Jay by- two or many.
'Wondt-rfully attrarilve. Bo first in your rrowd to
ov.n a n1'fM};- -the fa1tt>!lt game yet ~end :iO cents

tor mmm or $1.50 tor GUOIE outOt incl.
rountf'ra, ete.
nr11<'r today! 'Money back lf not sathn,.d.
All

SART M~G. CO.

Chicago,

R,-,u,,. .. Rik.

100
Ill.

Or SNUFF HABIT

Cur ed or N PAY

No matter whether nsNl In pipe. clgArelt<'R,
or nsc<l In thp form of snuff.
cigars, ,·hMYPd,
8up(\rhn '11 ohn<·<·o HMHPd,r <·011tal11s 11ot.hing

inj11ri0UR, uo clotw, pnison~. or llahit .fo r1nlng drugs.· Guaranlr><·<I. XPnt on trlal. Ir

II cures costa you <Hw dollar. It It lu!ls or
if you ar~ not perf<'ctly aatlaflt-cl, costs you
nolhing. \V1·ite for full r('awdv today .
Sl'J'EHHA {'0 .\IP..\XY, .\[21, Ha.itimore, l\Id.
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KNICKERBOCKER TAILORING CO,
Dept. A-2071

tuking Koreln (pronounced k"ret!n)
and following easy diredions of
I.Corcin ~ystem,e he redu ced .Ja ib••
in tlnec months . Now she is
Bidle, attroctlvo, mentally
alert nnd in bettM hea+th.

Reliable anti•fat

self-treat•

ment. M1.n1· personq hax,.e re·
dueed easif.-j". laatingly,70 to
60 poands. B•c<nns sl&-nder

,

-z;/Jf

~W~':1t!:e1~r:_egol':
:~:si~f:;.~~-"a·J~R~:f.;tE~Jc~e~n:m
or for lr•o brochure write to
at any drugglar-s;

Koroln Company, NB-~76, Sta, X. NowYorli

$500 REWA RD
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TWO HOURS WORK
Learn At Home in Spare Time

ARREN BIGELOW, the Finger Print Detective, was
making his usual review in the morning new_spapers.
He had just finished reading the press reports of the
daring robbery 9f the offices of the T- 0 - Company
when the telephone on his desk rang. Central Officewascalling,
asking him to come i=ediately to the scene of the robbery.
Although he drove his high powered roadster rapidly and
arrived very shortly at his destination, he had plenty of time
to consider the mnin features of the case as reported by the
press. The job had undoubtedly been done by skilled cracksmen nod robbers of uncommon nerve. Sixty-five hundred
dollars in currency-the company pay-roll-were gone. Not
a single, apparent clew had been found by tt,e police.

Could you imagine more fascinating work than this? Often
life and death depend upon decisions of finger-print evidence
-and big rewards go to the Expert. Thousands of
trained men are now needed in this great field. The finger
print work of governments, corporations, police departments, detective agencies and individuals has created a
new profession. Many expe1ts regularly earn from $3,000 to
$10,000 a year in this fascinating game. And now you can
easily learn the secrets of this new Science in ·your spare
time - at home. Any man with common school education
and average ability can become a Finger Print Detective in
a surprisingly short time.

Finger Print Expert Solves Mystery

Free Course in Secret Service

W

For a limited time we are making a special offer of a
On his arri.al, Bigelow was greeted by Nick Austin, Chief
Professional rmger Print Outfit, absolutely Free, and Free
of Detectives, who had gone over the ground thoroughly.
Course in Secret Service lntelli•
"Hello, Warren. Here's a job
gence. Mastery of these two
/, ·
f ~
that has us stumped. I hope you
kindred professions wm open a
-'nn'I.
can unravel it for us."
career for you.
brilliant
By this time, the district offi.
Write .quickly for fully illuscers and the operatives from
tratedfreebookonFingerPrints
Central Office had almost given
which explains this wonderful
up the investigation. After hours
training in detail. Don't wait unof fruitless efforts, their work
ti! this offer has expired - mail
•
was at a standstill. They were
the coupon now. You may never
completely baffled.
You assume no obligationagain!
announcement
this
see
back
stepped
they
relief
of
feeling
With lively interest and a
you have everything to gain and nothing to lose. Address
to await the results of the Finger Print Detective's findings.
The
manner.
assured
quiet,
his
They were plainly awed at
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCE
adroit old Chief l:imself was manifestly impressed at the
CLk.11go, lllinoil
quick. _sure way in which Bigelow made his investigation.
Dept. C109, 1920 Sunnyaide Avenue,
Almost imitiediately Bigelow turned his attention to a heavy
,111111111t11111111111111111111111n11111UIIIIIIIIIIIU1111 111lltl1Htlllllllllll111Ullltlll
table which had been tipped up on its side. Examination of
UNIVERSITY er APPLIED SCIENCE, Dtllt.Cl09, 1920S.ursideA,.,Chiaao
the glossy maho~any showed an excellent set of fingerprints.
•• Gentlemen: Without ant' obligation wbatever send me your
=
The thief might iust as well have left his calling card.
To make a long story short bis prints were photographed
11~~~:Jnfell~ic~i!:d t{~
·J~~~
and taken to Central Office, where they were matched with
fessional Finger Print Outfit.
those of "Big Joe" Moran,""ll safe blower well known to the
police. Moran was subsequently' caught and convicted on
Nam.e.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ;.,, •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bigelow's testimony and finger-print proof. Most of the
Address ....••••••..•••• , ...... .. ....................................... .
money was recovered. In the me;mtime the T- 0 Company
had offered a $500.00 reward, which was given to Bigelow5 Presen( Oceupatiott. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - ••••• . Ags .••••.••••
Ais pay for two hoursloow,:;,·k.
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HARRY E. WOJ,FF. J>ub., 166 W. 23d St., N. Y.

SCENARI-OS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 85 Cenb Per Cnpy

This hook eontolns all the most rP<'<'nt c-banges In the
JTIPtho<l or <'onstructlon and suhmlsslon of scenarios.
Sixo·

LPSHOnA,

covedng ever,,· phn~r

of

f..eenorlo wr\t·

Ing. F'or snle hy all NPwsdPnlrrs nnd llook•tore8.
It you ,·nnnot p1ocure a eop_v. s,,nn us the price,
Sfi c-ents. ln money M postagP stomps, nod we will
moil you on(I, poRtnge tree. Acldrt)Rs
L. SENA.REN~. 219 Sev~ntb 0vc., Xt•w York. N. Y.

BOOKS

Useful, Instructh·e, and Amusing. They Contaiu
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 1. .l>i,U'OL.t:ON IS ORACULliM AND D.itJ<.:A.U
U00Ji..-Con,ai11wi; th" great oracle of human ucstiuy · ul•o cue true w~nuiug of lllwost any kinu of
th.·eu~us, together wHl.t clu:t.rru~, cerenJOnies, uud curiouJ:t
\:Un.ls . .

1-!,Utut::,;

ot

lwun..

1t cuuta1us 1ull llltitructious in tue art ol'. Ua1.u..:ing,
1u the uali_rooll.l ll:-lld at. pai-nes, bow to lh"ess,
utrectiom; for calllng oil rn all popular s,1uare

No. 2. HOW TO llO '.rUICKS.-Tbe great l.Jook of
magic ancl card t1·1cks, colll,tlniug full iustruc[lon on nil
tlle Jeadrng caru tricks or tll" uay, also the wost pulJUIUr
u.iug1cu.1 iJ1usions ati perfouueo u.r our lead1ug· 1uagi·
ciauo; erery lJoy •Jwulli ol!rniu a copy ot this lJuuk.
.,o. a. HOW TO J<'LlK'l'.-'l'11c arts and wi1es or
flirtation an, fully explaiueu t,y this little uook. Be·
shies the rnrious wcLuo<ls of uandkerchicl, tau, glove,
purasol. "i1111ow auu fiuL flirtation, it contaius a luJJ Jlst
or the language uni! sentiment ot Uowers.
'.I. v DAI\ (;J<.: is tlle tititl or this little
i.
,:,. 0 • , .

v"

ClllpJcllc
auu Hill

uuuces.

l!,o. ;;, HOW '.l'O .,JAKE LOVE.-A compiute guide
co 1uni, courtSUip auo Jua1·nage, ,gH·lug sen::uu1e Uv vice.

rult!S UUU clH.jUtlt~ to lJ«! OlJ~~rVetl, \Ylth lliUlly Cul"lUUd

auu iuterest111g tlllugs uot generall.v kuo,,·n.
?,u. Ii. JLO\~ '1'0 UECO,\lE AN A'f.llLJ<.:TJJ;.-t;-.viug
fuu 111 scrucuous 1ur tlJe use or <1um1J~e1ls, 1uu1au c1uu::;.

vui-ai1C1 UUl'S, JJOrl~OlllUl Uars an<.l \eal'lOU8 Otller _ll1tlilOU8
ur uc, clO(Hllg a guoU, hea1t1Jy lllUS<:!e; contuhuu~ over

:-,1.xty ulusu ..aiun~.

•

No. 7, HOW 'l"O JiE.l!:l' lllUDIS.-Handsowe!y i!lug.
trateLl anu. cuutatulllJ; ruu iustrucuous lor_ the wu.uag-euu.:ut 1.llHl trUllllll~ ur the cauar.r, ruocK1ug L>ird, l.>ouv.a.1k,
u1ucKIJHll, 11a1·vL1u\.'L, pun·ut, etc.
lJ.O\\' •.ro lll':CO,\l.E A VE::-fTIULOQUIS'.r,-:.1,o. 11.

Hy _uu1-ry 1>.,:11ueuy.

i:,very intelligent lloy rencJlng

llllS

lluok 01 a1srructiou:;. <:au waster ~e art, an? create nuy

nwuuut of tuu for b1mbelt and fr1end8. It 18 tbe greatest uuuk en,1· puulisneu.
HVW 'l'u llOX.-'l'be_ art of self;defense
No. 10.
Contawiug over thirty lllnstratious ot
wude easy.
goaru~ uJows aucJ the dill'.erent po~ltiun~ or a goocJ
uuxer. 'Every '1)0y sboi:id obtain one of these useful 11nd
mstructive tiooks, as it will teach you. how to Lio,; w1t!J·
out au Instructor.
1'o.

.uon

11.

'1'0

WUITE _LOVE-L.ET'.rEHS.-A

must co,uplcte little IJooK, conrammg full dfrections for

writiug love-letters, aud wlleu to use them, g1vi11g- spec1-

lllcn lcucrs 1or youug ant! old.
No. U. JiO\\' '.i'V n'Kl'l't: .LET'l'.ERS TO LAlHES.(Jn .iug- comp1Cte 111struct1uus for w1·lt1ug letter::1 to
ludtc• un ah suujects; also 1etttr~ of introuuct1on, notes
auu 1et1uc:,Le.

.r.o. 1a.

HOW -.ro DO lT; or, HOOK 01,' ETIQUETTE.

-lL is u i;rea, lite secret, nuil one tllat every young

tuau

J.,s,rcs

to

know

all

aoout.

There'• bappine•~

ill it.
:::-. .... H.

llOW TO .\IAJiE CA.'1DY.-A complete bund1.Jook tor wakini;- ail kwcJs o! cuncly, lce-cre11m, sy1·upo,
es:::,euce::;, etc., eLc.
HOW TO DO )rnCHANICAL TRICKS.No. 17.
Containtun- c..:uwplcte iustruction.s_ for per1orw1ng over

sixty ruc-'.'uauical tricks.
No. 18.

J,'ully illustrated.

HOW TO llECOJIE BEAUTIFUL.-One of

tbe urightest and wost valunlJle little hooks ever given
to the world. Everyboily wishes to know how to become bcnuti1ul, both male au,1 female. '£be secret is
siruple, and almost costless.
HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
No. 20.
1'.Ut'i'l..-A complete compendium of games, sports,

c11ru diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitnl.Jle for parlor or {lruwini;--roum entertainment. It contains more
for the tuoney than any lJook pu lilisbed .
. No. 2J. UOW TO Ut::NT AXD .FISII.-Tbe most con.plete hunting and tishlug guicle ever published. It coo11\llls full rnstrucriuns auout guns, huntiug dogs, !raps,
truppilllf antl flslliug, together witb de8cription of guwe
nn~o~~t·. HOW TO WHITE LETTERS.-A wondet'ful
little I.look, telling ~·on how to write to your sweethea~t,
your father, mo(llt,r, sister, brother, employer; anu, rn
fu~t. everyt,ocly ancl anyuody yon wish to write to.
For sale uy nil ne,Ysdenlers or will be sent to ony
nlidr!.'s~ on i·eceipt of price, 10 cents per <,p.r, in money
or post.age stnmps, L,y
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